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The h i m  imagery effect (BW w u  crarmned in children's long-term mention. 
u a manipulation of distinctiveness. In a mired-lisf free ma l l  design kindergmen a d  
Orade 2 ehtldren were pmented w6h b iwm and common interactions of objects hey 
were to remember. Toys were uwd to act out there internetlons during acquisition. 
Children's recall was tested following ahre-weekretention interval. Main effects of 
grndc and gender emerged at acquisition, but no rlgnikant item effect. AE expected. 2"* 
gndcn made fewer crron at acquisition than kindergmen. but surpnringly, boys made 
fewer m n  han grls. A ? (Item: C vs. Bl r 2 (grade: K vr. 21 x 2 (gender bays vr. 
girls) x 4 (trial) analysis of eovarivre was u s d  for long-tcm relention analyses. Main 
effects of grade, item. and trial emerged indleating that zd graden made fewer smon ar 
retention than kinbrgannen. all children made fewer emrs on the biram than common 
items. and erron declined xmrs  the 4 =lention lest trials. A significant Item x Trial 
internetion also emerged wlth b i m  Immr enjoying fewer emm acms  trials. Trace- 
integrity model analyses revealed an age difference. The primivy effect of distinctiveness 
was fund  to be at reminiseenw for kinderganen children. facilitating W h  slow- and 
reuisval-bwd parameters. A rimilarpattcm w u  reen for ?* graden. who. in addition. 
enjoyed a duet ion m remeval-based forgeaing. That is, b i ~ d i Y l n ~ t i v e  items were 
much less likely to have a retrieval-baud forgcningcmpnent over common items. for 
this age gmup. It is concluded Ulac not only does rhe BIE arise in younger ages, but 
dcvclopmcntally. his effect Kemr to inerras boh quantitatively (pmbability of rump- 
based ~minlrrrnce doubled beween lunderganen and Grade 21 and qualitatively (Grade 2 
children 1110 ben~flled fmm diitincli~nesr in terms of nrieval-bawd forgsning). 
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DioUne(ivmar En& in Children's Larlg-Term Retmtiw 
The finding that stimuli tha me in some way unusual or unique are remembered 
btrer than rrgular. ma= commonplace ones has been qulte robust (Hunt & Elliot. 1980: 
Schmidt. 1985). Recently. this p c m  has been labeled the dirr~nniveness effar (Waddiil 
& McDantel. 1998). Such effects are evident acms a variety of manipulations. including 
semantic distinctiveness o f  andividual wards (e.g.. Hunt & Mitchell. 1982; Schmidt. 19851, 
onhognphic dirtinctivenes of verbal items (c.g.. Hunt & Elliot. 1980). visual 
distinctivenesj of the cornponenu of f xc r  (s.g., Winograd. 1981). ador-evokcd memories 
(e.g.. Hen. 1997: Hen& Cupchik. 1995). b i m  imageryeffccls kg.. Cox& Wollen, 
1981: Einstem.McDaniei.& Lackey. 1989: Friueh &Larsen. 19W.O'Brien & Wolford. 
1982). and memory for atypical actions in wript-bawd stories (e.g.. Davidson & Hoe. 
1993; Davidsan Blergovic. 1996: Hudson. 1988). 
In what fallows. I summarize Ihc concept of dirtinctivencss. including a brief 
history. eumnt definitions. findings within the area, and theoretical accounu of the effats 
of distinctiveness on memory. Next. rewveh with b i , .  imagery is outlined in rerms of 
its use in the area of distinctiveness. Although sparw. m s e ~ h  on the effals of 
dainetiveners on children's memory is examined and mclhadologkal and conccpual 
limitations an noted. Finally. atheomtical overview of a model of long-rerm mention 
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(the Uaa-integrity framework1 is provided, and is suh~quently used h this study to 
isolate the storage and mlncval laei o f  distinnivcners sffeecrr m children's memory. 
Brief History 
According to Schmidt (1991). the dirtinctivcnes effeer hypothesis is an affrpnng 
of investigations in the early 1950s and M)s with the von Rcrtarffeffeet (also xe Hunt, 
199% Reed & Richards, 19961. In a dctriled review. Schmidt (1991) ~ummarircr thnc 
ways in which thir effect was studied and, conrequently, defined. Fint, an Item may be 
manipulated such thnt a is pereepmally dirttnct or unique within agiven context 1e.g.. a 
distinct eolour of mk for the unique item versus the ather items in a lisq. When 
comparing memory for the unique itcm it is found to be superior to memory for the same 
item in a homogenous lia (e.g.. dl items prinled in the same colourl. me wcand 
manipulation i nw lva  the ~nnoducuon of a coneeprually different item wilhin a list of 
coneeprunlly similar i tem (e.g.. inrening an animal n m  in a list mm@ entirely of 
countries). Here also, memory for the unique Item is suprior to memory for the other 
i t em in the lisr While in thew first two paradigms uniqueness is mnnipulated in terms of 
the cumnt context, a third paradigm involves manipulation of uniqvcncrr independent of 
this context (i.e., incongruent in  terms of one's p a t e r  knowledge base). Specifically. 
instead of isolating one item. bath distinctive and mmmm items am represented in equal 
proponions within the entire list t~be-mmemhered. Distinctive i t em stray from one's 
g m e d  lolowledge w h c m  common i tem do nor. Although Ule effects of thir 
manipulation have nM been conrirtent. the usual finding is better memory for the distinct 
than for !k common ifemr. 
As Schmidt (1991) suggests, early m a r c h  viewed the kneficial effectof 
dirtindveners on memory as a phenomenon to be explained. In -nt years. however, 
this concept has evolved inro an expimaion of memory phenomena. illurmted in the 
memorial benefits of orthogmphicdly unusnal words (e.g., Hunt & Einstein. 1981: Hunr & 
Elliot. 1980: Hunt & Mitchell. 1982). bizam imagery (e.g.. MeDaniel & Einstein. 1986). 
word canerntcmsn (e.g.. Marschnrk. & Hunt, 1989). emot8onally traumatic events 
(flashbulb memories)(e.g.. MeCloskey, Wtble. & Cohen. 1988). and many others. Funhcr. 
Schmidt (1991) brands these explanaionr u circular in that they ux goad memory 
performance as m index of distinctiveness while at L e  same time invoking d i r tmnct ive~ 
to explain pad  memory performance. 
Definttion of Dtsnnctivmes 
Determining what it is Ihadifferrntiatoitcr distinctive fmm common items is 
ncccsq  in oder to avoid such circularity. Fist. distinctiveness has been defined in 
terms of features of itemthat are r h d  in memory. Schmidt (1985. 1996) eh-tcrircs 
distinctiveness acr being sontingent on L e  number of fearurns of n parueular mcmcry mce 
that me common to other i tem in memory. I f  a memary mce is unique. a r h v a  vcv 
few fearurns with other uascr an6 conversely, common aaees share many fearurns w i L  
other tmce in memory. Of c o w  item feature overlap is hrghly subjective and context- 
bound. That IS, whether lracc features m deemed unique or common differs from prson 
te prson, even within the ram individual on two different acasions. and is afftcted by 
expcnise. cu l~ re .  and context' (Schmidt. 19911. 
Seeonh physiolagieal responses can be used to deflne dirtinctivcnesn. where links 
are rought between distinctiveness and orienting responses (see Schmidt 1991. for brief 
summary). There arr indicative of increased atention to stimuli. The two factors 
important in eliciting this typc d respnv are novelty and rigniflemcc. the f o m r  bnwd 
an feamre overlap betwen the item in question and p-ding rtimuli and the latter on 
feature overlap betwen the item and other ivms of significance to the anenkc (Schmidt 
1991). Unfonunately. it is notabviovr haw we can detem~ne the tndepcndent 
contributions of item novelty and stem significvncs to distinctiveness (Schmidt. 1991). 
A third way of defining dirtinctivenar involver ratings of rimilarity, orconceplval 
relatedness, to estimate the imponancc of item features (for bnef summary we Schmidt. 
1991 1. As with item fearurn overlap, the tmponancc or weight given any panicular 
feature is also conten-bwnd. For example. Hunt and Elliot (1980) showed that 
onhographlc distinctiveness ratings arr higher for distinctive wards being rated in the 
Media. Galbrm. and GenlnnIl9931 mak thcr vgumn, for rimi1mly. oivcn thc inhcrrntpalmry or 
!hex conccpu. b a .  tu appllntion ~odininctiwnar Is m r r  thmcbnr Rew abound M 
rimilmry change borh incontexrsprsific wryr,rffmrd by conrcrrud mcr. I hnu~s i  rontrx~ uwlw 
nndrrirtionnl r m m .  md wirh crpcrirna. Endznce Drthc later tr m mderelopmnwl change Im 
r imi lu i fy judpn~ u vcll w ;r U.II~ELI arknowledge andcxprmre Itor saw, =Medine# d.. 1993) 
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presence of orthognphieally common words lhnn fw the same ilemr k i n g  rated in the 
presence of oher onhograph%cally distinct words. 
Evidently. it is very diff~cuk to eswblhh acanterr- or subjeccfree opcntiownl 
definirion of dirnnetivcn~s~. An allcmaive wwld be e view d i~ t i nc t i venes~~a  
hypothencrl construct ilnd thus deline 11 in tema of eonverzing experimenral 
manipulations and thelremcls on memory. Accordingly. Sehmtdt 11991). r f e r  reviewing 
16 different operat~onal deAnltians of distinctiveness. definer fwrelasrer of phenomena 
lhrl can be uud  lo define datinctiveness: thcrmottonal response to the airnulus Il.e.. 
activation of the symp~lher8e nervous system). the depth and typs of prcwersmg at 
encoding 1i.e.. zrerter rehearsal. more attention. ereate.rdepth processing). a compnrison 
of aimulu, features wilh other items wilhin a current ronlexr 11.e.. p n m q  
distmenvenessl. and a comparison of t!mulus feaores wilh those in the Ixger background 
knowledge of the pemn (!.c.. recondq dsnndvcnessl. Although these are generally 
treated as independent operattanalirillians of disnnetiveness. it appears that lhere is. in 
fact. extensive overlap between Ihcm. For instance. 11 seems Lat borh the emotional 
respnrc and the rype of pmcessing afforded a stimulus are conttngent on p r i m q  and 
secondq dirtmetivenes. Both. Ihe current context and the greater backgmund 
knowledge. am likely to detcrminc whether m evmt or situation elicits an onenling 
response or distinctive p-sing. Moreover. a seems that although secondary 
dirtinctiventss is independent of primary distmctivsncrr. the mnvcrx does nor necessarily 
hold. Because distinctiveness has to be defined in relation to a context. whether it be a 
recently encounted one or one accessible via the lonplcm store. a declrion of 
dist~net~veners wlthin a Iwnl context will generally be influenced by the greater knowledge 
base. With thtr canriderat~on m mind. a more detailed description of pnmary and 
u c a n d q  dlstinctiveners is deemed necessary (see following section -Research on 
Diaincrivcnearl. 
Several rariilbles influence the effect of distinctiveness on memory. including 
experlmentrl design I1.e.. wilh~n->uhjeet or mired-list dcstgm include the presentallon of 
both types of items - common and di r t iner i~ - to all participants. whereas between- 
\ubiects or unmixed-lia designs include the psenwlian of common iems to one group of 
partiripas and disnnct items la unotherl. type of memory measure used li.e.. cued vs. 
free hcdl or recaptrion). mdtheeffcctof lhe distinctive Item on memory for the 
rurraunding common items. Far example. distinctiveness nor only ha n benelicial etiecl 
on memory for distinct~ve items kmselva.  but also has a detnmenwl effect on memory 
for the surmunding. common Items. Simtlaly. emotional dirtinctiveness munipulrtions 
(e.g.. involving nude pictures. traumatic merial. flashbulb mernones. humour) have 
pmduced somewhat puzzling effects an memory. with beneficial effects on some items and 
detrimental effects on others. For inaance, inserting r nude picture in a series of other 
pictures not only causer better memory for the nude picture, but alro nippresser m a l l  and 
recognition of b e  items following the nude picure (rse Schmtdt, 1991. for review). L a L  
dirrinerive pmcssnng of mformvtlon ar encoding em lead to memory races varying in 
distinctivenczr Ilehmidt, 1991). Specifically. these pmcerses. elicited by different tusks or 
malerinlr. promote greater rehearral of. more anendon pad to. or mom in-depth 
prafedng of diaincttve ~ t m s  These types ofpmerier appear to facilitate memory m 
both wah~n-subject Imlxed- 1,s) and between-subjecls (unmixed-list) designs. 
Rescmh on Dirtinctiveness 
In Schmidt's ( i99I)  dernption of the pn' rnq and secondary cluses of 
d~stinct~venerr he pmpawd that unique items may be conceprually incongruous in t k ~ t  
they do not fit ;active cagn~tive structures. Rimary d~rlinetiveness occurs when them is r 
mismutch between the feamrcs of an item and features in primary mrmory. as defined by 
other recently presented ilems. In secondary dirtinctiveness the misrnarct, wcun berween 
[he feaurer of the item m d  bnare% already stored in secondary memory. or those in the 
larger context of previous experiences. Imponantly. thew iue not tndependent 
phenomena. Pnmwy dtsrinct~veness will generally be mntingcnt on secondary 
dirtlncnvenes. albeit in vorylng degrees. 
Manipulations such rr perceptual distinctiveness (e.g.. Bruce m d  G;lmcr. 1976). 
category dist~nctiveners kg.. Hunt & Mitchell. 1982 Schmidt. 19851. high-prionly events 
(c.g.. Christianson & Loftus. 1987). and the consistency effect' (e.g.. Pndek. Whetstone. 
'Item. rrr pmlmled m r wcnc that can bc erlhcr conrlrtentor mcmrislent w ~ h  one's pncmt knowledp. 
ur~chemr. o l  the %me. 'the conrrrlmcy emectmfm lo the finding lhrl mconrincnc t l m  m: p d i y  
r=dled and mognizd bcttcr Uwn connnent iam. 
Reynolds. Askrri. & Doughcny. 1989) ive viewed a~ exemplary of primary 
distincttveness. Although thew effects m depcndcaan greater knowledge base. lhey  re 
interpreted as primacy d~srlncttveness effects becuux the relaive decisive context is the 
current one (Schmtdt. 19911. Thca types of mantpulations have exhibited ueontlnuum of 
effects. such that distinctive items ive either recalled but nor recognized belvr le.g .. Prr 
B~ldi .  de Ben,, Comoldl. Cmedon. 1985: Riefer & Rauder. 1992). both recdlrdand 
recognized bcrtcr with poorer recall (but not mopi t ion)  of runounding information 
(Schm,dt. 19851, or b t h  recalkdad recopired better with poorer recall ;md recqnillon 
of backgmund information I r e  Schmidt, 1991 for review). 
Secondit dirtincl8vcness is determined relative to tnformnlion in long-term 
storage. Either dirnnedve iremr are atypical wlth r e s p ~ t  to u pre- fomd conceptual 
E~~LII. or the semantic relaion between itemr is atypieill wtlh respect ro what is decmd 
typical for !terns wtthm that clas (Schmidt. 19911. Such maniplalions include 
onhographic distinctivcncss 1e.g.. Hunt & Elliot. 1980: Hunt & Machell. 19821. unusual 
facer 1e.g.. Winograd. 19811. and bizam imagery (e.g.. Einstein. et al.. 1989: McDuniel & 
Einstein. 1986). Although distinctivmas wilhin this claw em be rnmipulatcd in either 
wahln-subject or beween-subjects designs. the beneficml effect on memory wemr to be 
confined to within-subject 1i.e.. mixed-list) designs. Funhennore. wilhin a mired-list 
dertgn the effect of disunctivcnerr ir often la enhance recall and recognltian for certain 
manipulationr 1e.g.. orthographically distinctive words1 bur is confined to free recall for 
other manipulations 1e.g.. b b  imagery). 
For example. Hunt and his collcogues (e.g.. Hunt 81 Ell~of 1980: Hunt & Mitchell, 
1982) examined orthographic distinctiveness effects and found that imgularorthogrvphic 
patterns (i.c.. visually uncommon words) were rated as dirtinetivc and facilitated memory 
prfomance. but only when presented in the context of regular onhagraphic 
(i.e.. visually common words: Hunt & Elliot. 1980). There beneflelal effects of 
onhographic distinctiveness were found on both ~eognittan and recall tasks. 
Funhemare. the pmxncs of the distinctive xtems did not have r detrimental effect on the 
mognitaon (Hunt & Elliot. 1980) or recall (Hunt & Mitchell. 1982) of orthographically 
common items within the list. The authors conclude that "if all hut one ilem o f  a list are 
rirmlar on some dimemion, mmory for the different item will be enhances' (Hunt. 1995. 
p. 105). To produce this irolatran effecr it s not sufficient that the isolate and rurmunding 
items are different from each other. but nther, that the surrounding items he similar on 
some dimcnrion governed by the greater knowledge base. hat is different fmm the isolate. 
They mun provide a context. An event that is distinctive then, a one that violates that 
pwailing context (Hunt, 1995). 
'The canwac did na hold (is.. anhoprphirnlbmmmon wndrprscnlcd=@mt nbPtkpund of 
mhoeraphenlly dkttlnivc wrdr were n n  rcnllcdlmgnucd becur), undmemng Ulurllhough 
d#stincurcncu dcvclom iclduc lo recently pmcnted infmUm. uniqucmrr within Ule me7 
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As mentioned. research with biiam imagery is categorized as a manipulation of 
sscondq distinctiveness. Bizam imagery is. by defmttian. unique. atypical. and 
distinctive. By depicting unusual relations common obiecu bemme unlquc with respst to 
one's backgmund knavledge and mmory (i.e.. secondary distinctiveness: MeDanre1 el 
al.. 1995). The abservauon that biz- evenu (when prerented coneumnt with common 
evear) have a facilitative effect on memory has ken termed h e  biz- imagery effect 
(BE]. 
Results in this m a  have been complicarcd and diverre, with "w ing  
manipulnions genenung varying eonclurions. However. identifying rhe conditions that 
enhance the B E  m;~y prow useful in underrunding lhe mle of dirtinctivcnas in memory 
(Bwtein a al.. 1989). and memory develapmenr. A tYpiCnl pandlgm lnvalws the 
presentation of sentences (usually fairly rho* and rimplel. either in miied- or unmired-list 
designs. Generally, the ratio of bmam tocommon wntencu is equal (Mercer, 19961. 
Subrequently. participants are given some sort of dirtnctor tzk, fallowed by a rerention 
test. To a great extent these tasks have concentrated on immediate or rhoit-rerm m a l l  
(see Einstein& MeDaniel. 1987: Mercer. 1996). withthe few long-lerm retention studies 
showing no clear mnds. Similar to other research on distinctiveness. rrrultr have 
revealed thatthe BIE depends an lhxc  vmiabler. First. there m differmtial effects 
observed with the uw of differmt designs. Spcifically. !he BIE has k e n  observed 
consistendy under conditions of mixed- as oppovd m unmixed-lin designs (alrhough see 
Dstinctivcncsr Effecu 1" Lang-TemRI~c~cuan I I 
Einstein et al. 1989: Marshall, Nau. & Chandler, 1980). Second typ of memory task 
wemr to be o f  canwquencc. Bizam images have proved to be more memarable than 
common imager on tests of free mall. in mixcd-list designs. Not only do cued recall and 
rceognltion less generally fall to exhibit a B E  (e.g.. Riefer & Rouder. 1992). hut these 
wmnimer show a commonness effect (e.g.. Prd Baldi et al.. 1985: Wollen & Cox. I98ih). 
Thsrd, the type of orienringosk is impamt  in these studies. Explicit imagery 
instrunions (i.c.. imagining an interaction and providing vividness ratings) lend to pmduce 
[he B E  while remanric pmrrsstng insvuctionr (is.. providing ratings of birmness for 
the internctionsl do n a  (s.g.. Einstein & McDaniel. 1987). &though explicit imagery is 
tmponant. however, the degree of b~ramness of the cvene, depicted by their interactens 
or assoeiationr. is vital for the BE .  
Cumnt m a r c h  has concentrated largely on tese of immediate and short-term 
retention. As such. factors identified as determining or contmlling the B E  are. for now. 
limited to short-term cffece. These inelude individuals' imageability sped (e.g.. Hncuk. 
Walsh, & Kroll. 1976). mnlence eumplexity and list lengh (e.g.. Mushall. Nau. & 
Chandler. 1980: MeDaniel & Einncin, 1989: Robinran-Riegler & McDaniel. 1994). 
presentation raw (e.g.. Kline & Gmninger. 1991). level of assmiation (e.g.. h g ,  1995). 
prmessing level and delay of retention tese (e.g.. O'Brien & Wolford 1982: Weber & 
Marshall. 1978). interference (e.g.. Einstein. McDaniel & Laekey. 19891. and differing 
namre of biram evenu (ic.. atypical vr. illogical). As such, hiramness has been 
operationalid and defined in a number of different ways. Thus. the varied results 
obtnined fmm these manipulations m not entirely surprising. 
M e a l  Mechanisms d 
Sevenl theomlical mshantsm have k e n  pmporcd as underlying the facilitative 
effect of drstineliveneu an memory. These mechanisms are difficult to test and none can 
explain. entirely, the distinctiveness effect. Waddill and McDaniel(1998) divide these 
accounts into wo gcnenl classes: diffcrenttal pmeulng views and represenlation views. 
The f m r  hold lhal dirrinctive and common ioms somehow mctve differential 
pmecrstng dunng encoding such that the former meives more (or heaer) pmessing lhan 
the laaer. which rids subsequent mall. The depth ofprocrrring or sponrancour 
rloboration theorists (e.g.. Schmidt 1991: Wadi l l  & McDanicl. 1998) assume that when 
encoding to-be-learned matcnnl we attempt lo murpret and understand rhc marerial by 
incorporating it into our greater knowledge bax. I f  the information is commonplrc, i t  
docs not require excessive elaboration or r t i va ion  of knowledge SuueNm. We are 
famrltar with il and understand it quite quicWy. However, i f  the marcrial is unique or 
unusual, it will require acdvationof more of our knowledge bare until we are able to 
assimilate it into some son of gmeric representation or unttl we adequately interpret and 
understand it (for brief review see Waddill & McDmiel. 1998). 
A wcond differential pmcesmg assumpion is that in addition to differential 
encoding, distinctive iamr elicit more attention thancommon items causing more 
elabomion and more time allotted to dtrrincfivc than common materials. This is known nr 
the relecriue displaced rchennol account (as reviewed in Waddill & McDaniel, 1998). 
Hence. atypical information receiver more pmeesslng time (mare reheanal) than mmmon 
infomtlon and. therefore. will be better mailed on subsequent tesa. 
Third, Hinhman (1988) proposed the c.rpmmrion-violation hypothesis as an 
account of the differenrim1 pracssing view. Accwding to this hypothesis atyptcal stimuli 
elicit surprise fmm panicipants, who fail to End an ass~ciation between features of the 
stimulus and general eontexrual cues. In Nm. this creates an element af surprise (i.e.. 
expeetatlon-vialnrisn). which improves memory for those Items. Crccn (1956) initrally 
presented this notion, claiming that it is nor irolmon which favwrs recall, but ,"stead. an 
unexpected change (i.s.. a surpriw factor. but see Hunt. 1995). Conversely, common 
turns do notelicit thiselcmcnr of surprise. and are recalled mnc poorly (Hinhman, 1988). 
Howe (1997) also suggests thar dirt~netive items or events are remembered better 
due to a violeiun of our erpctations in a prnicular siluallon. In relation to emotional 
dirtinctivenas. an event uiggering an emotional response wi l l  function nr distinct within 
the greater background of psnond experiences (Hawe. 1997). Such an event wil l be 
unexpected and remembered better than the mass o f  other experiences against which it 
will be gauged. 
In contra~t, re-ntvional theorists mainrain that pmpenics of the to-be-learned 
information map directly onto pmpnies of mmory records Faddi l l  L McDaniel. 1998). 
Accordingly. atypical items mate r rcah thaf are unique and u n u d .  Thew 
reprewntat~ons conmt  with the mass of other records in memory. while common items 
produce records that are common and fairly similar to the other records in memory. 
Aeeordlng c one represenlntional asrumpian. unique irems we organized and 
clustered into their own category a encoding. one which is different from the greater mass 
of common i t em (Bruce & Gainer. 19761. This category a then given "privileged saws'' 
at reoieval (Schmidt. 1985). In this way distinctiveness influences initial m e s s  of the 
t m e  (Einstein & McDaniel. 1987) but not i e  redintegntian'. 
A second assumption of the reprrwnrational view is that distinctiveness is nor 
decided upan at encoding and therefore can not influence how itcms are represented in 
me-. Instead, distinctiveness is vsoeiated with retrieval (MeDaniel. Einstein. DeLosh. 
May. & Bndy. 1995). When tryingtoremember. one forms r ~rr ieval  mof likely 
pa~sibilitier and i t  is relative lo this mmeval wt  that items are deflncd (e.g., mmmon or 
unlquel. Studies exploring the von Restorffeffm (s.g.. Hunt. 1995: Reed 4 Richards. 
19961 urr delineated u prime cnampfes of the ~ v i e v a l  hypothesis. In one paradigm. an 
item which is deemed disunct or unusual is presented right at the beginning of a list of to- 
be-lcmed items. Hence. participants should not have time tv define acontert in  whish 
'Rcdiacwtion indcpcndcntonfhc rmnglhofUr bonds m a g  pnrticvlv f-*a. Ihat a. Ihc cilmt 
lowhich n w c  cnn b c ~ ~ y s w l d ~ n d s  d. h h  smgiy Y Y Y Y Y Y , ~  d iISpnmitili feu"rcs. Allhovgh 
~dinlcgnuvc almioor lrrfcncdto m r rm in i rmce)~~  ( c ~ ~ ~ l r n p l y  bsavw ofanmnl o. i n l c d  
NIS psmtdunng Ur lesting~andiuon(Howe &O'Suliivm. I997).dirtinnir- 1s believed lo d lor  
for initial diwrirnmatlon only. bnvncn wrgru u d c o n ~ ~ x ~ ~ d  turn. 
rhe isolate could be perceived as such. Despite this manipulation, the isolates are still 
recalled bener than the other i t em on lhe list. "suggestzng that rhe dirtinctivenss of the 
item emerged at remevU (McDan~el el al.. 1995. p. 433). l l i r  being said. however. it is 
possible that an item's distinctiveness may be determined retroactively (i.e.. at the cnd of 
h e  acquisition phase. once aeonleu has been established). a possibility which certainly 
weakens the retrieval view (i.c.. confounds position with pmcesr). 
-~schanirm of the B i m  Imnecrv Effect 
Slmllnr difficulties nre encountered ~n explaining the BE .  B has not yet been 
established why bizam imagery improves memory, or why the effect is svonpr under 
some eondittons than others. One hypalhsris taker a differential pmcesring approach: 
more of a subject's attentianal resources or capacities nre faeured on pmcersing biz- 
events than common svcnrs which, in turn. results in greater m a l l  (Mercer. 1996). What 
this suggests is tha the B E  should -cur only in  mircd, not unmircd. lisrs, a finding that 
is often obtarned (Shupc & Markham. 1992). Here. greater emphasis s placed on the 
encoding swge of processing which, as Sharp and Markhm (1992) point our, should 
result in a B E  for both number of wntences and number of items within a sentence (i.s.. 
both the vacc itwlf, and items within hat m e ) .  However. b i m  imagery h z  only teen 
beneficial to sentence ace=, and not n, access of (tern within sentence (far review see 
Eimtein & MeDaniel. 1987). 
Although bilamneu is used as a manipulation of diainniveness. adirtinctivensr 
hypothesis is also put fonh as an account for the BE. and cited as mom consrstenl with 
the overall panems reponed (Sharpe & M d h m .  1992). B is imponant to note a eouplc 
of eonridcmionr Fimt, there is great difficulty in operationnlizing distinctiveness. As 
prrv~ously dixussed. although an item may be distinctive with respect to an individual's 
bnckgmund knowledge, il may become functionally disl~nctive only in the p-nee of 
common items wirhin the leamingconrert (Sharp & Madrhm. 1992). Bath primary and 
secondary contexts we imponant. Being a mantpulation of dirnnetiwner.. "bizmenesr" 
a prone to rtmilar limaatons. allhough. pchaps. nor la the wme degree. What 1s deemed 
as biz- will vary between and even wtthtn individuals. is bound by context. culture. and 
expertise. and is relative W both pnmary and secondary contens. Second, i t  is not 
ruRclent w rwre rha b t m  malerials enhance memory prformance simply because 
the* are diainedve. lmpeetive of the way dirrinctiveners is manipulated. Ihc locus of its 
beneficial effects on memory performance need to be uncovered. 
At is core i t wems that the distrnctiveness theory d t h e  B E  is based on the 
organization-redinlegration hypothesis (Shnrpe and Markham. 1992). In contrast to thc 
mnt ional  hypothesis. this theory smphvircs the mlc of rclricval rather than encoding or 
storage (akin w McDaniel ct al.'t. 1995 reprerentattonal view of dininedvcness). In 
pmicular. the retrieval of stored mcmorics consists of thxe stages: m e  contact or 
access, uace use, and vaec decoding. B'iamnws is hypothestzed to increme the 
direrimlnabilily of a memory I- making it mom accessible during retrieval (hut see 
earlier p i n t  on the pmoihilily of dlninctiveness being determxncd ar e n d i n g ) .  S i n e  
biznmnesr is not assumed to be directly related to trace organizat~on. it should not 
influence retrievability of t m e  elements. Risfer and Rouder (1992) for Inrwce. uring a 
muitinomid model, concluded that distinctiveness somehow impmved the renievability of 
tracer from memory but not their rtonge. The vutham admit. however. that the effect 
could d m  have been due to the differential encoding (and hence storage) of biz- and 
common images "Suceersful retrieval inherently depends on n sufficient level of 
encoding3'(Ricfer & Rouder. 1992. p. €02). and this level mght not have been constant 
acmrs group or experimental conditions. 
It is clear, then, thar storage factom cannot be ruled out and may play an impanant 
mle in the b i w m n a s  effect. The findnng that b a r n  imager are rated as lcrs vivid than 
common images is qutte common (we Riefer & Rouder. 1992, for =view). Consequently, 
any potential storage benefits of bizam images cevtd have been muted by a less effective 
image quality. Pmviding an opprmnity of consistent Image quality aems i t e m  (ie.. by 
having the experimenter pmvide to-be-remembered images) might curb k differential 
e&a. All participants then, would be presented w~th the same !magid cues fmm which 
to form their images. 
Ricfer and LaMay (19981 p m p a d  a ruofactor theory with respect to h ~ r a m  and 
common items which is based an the conuart betwccn storage and retrieval5. An 
interaction is p m p w d  belwan storage and revieval stager of memory such La1 there 
favour common and btram meIerials differentially. Thais. common items have a 
beneficial effect on storage. while bizam items have a beneficial effccr on retrieval. The 
authors funher pmpored that thtr twofactor theory can mcount for a vmety of hi- 
imagery effecls (i.e.. nmng. weak. nnd nonenstentl and a wide range of orhcr findtngr 
(Riefcr & LaMay. 19981. 
Where= Riefer and Rouder (1992) had previously shown that biz- stimuli 
faciliwte retricvd. Riefcr and M a y  119981 showed that common rtimuli can faciliwlc 
norage. In essence. the authon manipulated varirhla known to produce a bizamnes 
effect in such a way ar to ensure the pmduetion of a cammonnes effect (i.~., used an 
unmixed- vr. mixed-lias design, and immediate cued m a l l  vr, free reedll. Applyrng the 
Riefer-Rouder (19921 multinomial model. Riefer and M a y  (19981 dewmined that the 
l m s  of the commonness effect was at storage. The authors eoncludcd that Ihs ~ t r i eva l  
benefit of h i ram rums is sometimes offwt by the rwrage benefit of mmmon Items (Ricfer 
B LaMay. 1998). 
' H o w , o U m .  1e.g.. Howr & Brained. 1989: How<& O'Sullivm. 1997) view $tons mdrcrcmcvala 
appos~tecodr of Ulc r a w  wntinvvm ~mplI&auof which will be M y  m r c d  
Revarch wtIb Children 
Tk effect of dirtinctivencrr in children's memory pcrfommxe has been 
inves t l pd  infquenlly. Indirectly, r has been shown h t  children ( a  well ar adults) 
focus on event fsarnrer hat  am "surprising. navel and unique, ones that ofren violace 
one's knowledge and erpctntions" (Howe. 1997. p. 163). Enampler in child rercuch 
come t o m  srndies on memory far typical and atypical actions in script-bawd rtoricr (e.g.. 
Davidson & Jergovic. 1996: Davidson & Hoe. 1993; Hudson. 1988). Dav~dron and 
Jergevlc (1996) explain that the development of vnpt  knowledge quires an 
undeatanding of lemporal and causal sequences which rypieally %cur within a given 
sintation. Although it is impanant lo examme the develyment ef Ihthlr abiltty very wrly 
on, i t is also impomnt to emmine deviations from scripts. which can provide a mwc 
profound undeatanding of how there deviations are remembered (Davidson & Jergove. 
1996). In essence, these deviations am uflpical. m d  thus distinct fmm theeumnt context 
(primary dirtinetivsnesrl. However. children underrwnd thee events to be unique 
because of the background knowledge they bring to Ihe heirnation (secondary 
distinctivenesrl. 
Hudson (1988) found hat  young children's m a l l  and recognibon of atypical 
actions within a given story was better Ihan Ihcir m a l l  and mcognitim of rypical actions. 
This finding w a  obtained with both immediate and 24 hr retention intervals. Furthemore. 
the heauthor mpam that atypical amions which disrupt the goal of a particular story (e.g.. at 
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the graeery nore, they dropped some eggs an the flmr) ere recalled better than atypical 
acuons that have no relevance to the goal of the story (e.g., at the gmcry store, John tied 
his shoe). However. this pattern was reroieted to recall petformance only. as recognition 
performance was equivalent aems the two types of rentenees (disruptions and 
imlevancier: Hudson. 1988). 
Davi&an a d  H a  (1993) reponed developmental evidence of an isolation effect. 
They found that ehildrm's mmory (recall and mognitton) of atypical actions was bemr 
than their memory for typical act~ons, on bath immediate and delayed ( I  day) testing. 
Funher. recall perlonnance for implauriblc atypleal anions was bee r  than that of 
plausible atypical aerians on bath days of testing. Recognition p r f o m n c e  across the 
different typs of atypical wntences (i.c.. plausible, plausible within a wntcnee, and 
implausible). however. showed little difference. Thne resulu me consistent with those 
mponed by Hudson (1988) as well asresearch ondults' m e m q  far implausible 
sentences (e.g.. Cox & Wollen. 1981: Einstein et al.. 1989). The authors suggest that 
their results can be mounted for by rhe distinctiveness hypotherir. As such, the* 
atypical actions were remembered h e r  because lhey w e e  presented wtthin the context 
of common, xr ipt  rentenas (Davidson & H a .  1593). "Implausible sntcnees should 
orient attention and pmduce more distinctive encodid@ in the eontea of common 
untences" (Dnvidson & Hoe. 1593. p. 122). The lamr fm a hamogeneou~ backgmund 
within which dypical sentences r m d  out. If the atypical ncntenccs are plausible within 
the context. a is pasible that they amalgamak with the rest of the script actions. and 
k a m e  pan of the script i tx l f .  I f  however, the arypical sentences are implausible wirhin 
the eonrerL, the possibility of thelr amalgamaIion with rcnpt sentences m slim or 
nomxirtent. Heme. thew will be remembered bener. 
Davtdson and Iergovic (19961 examined the disruption effect in ouo m a l l  
experiments with 6- m d  8-year-old children. This cffeet refen to the finding that actions 
that rn disruptive to the goal of a story arc remembered better than atypical actions tha 
hear no relevance to the goal o f  a story. The lash involved both mmediale m d  delayed 
recall of n sc r i pd  event containing different types of aetiom (i.e., script, pallid imlevant. 
vivid imlevant. obstacles, and dirtmtionr). The authon found a memory advantnge for 
dismcdons that were dirlvptive Idismpion effect) versus distnctions that were nor 
dimptive. Funher. disruptive dinmrionr were recalled belter than any of the other 
aions, both lmmedintely and after the 24 hr delay. acmsr both age pups .  and acmss all 
aorics: ohstrler were not recalled barer than vivid imlevant actionr: vivid imlcvant 
actionr were recalled better rhan pallid imlevant actions: and pallid imlevant aetianr were 
recalled most pmrly i s m s  all events and rime delays ti.=.. even worw than script 
anions). Additional analyses revealed lhar Jfter the 24 hrdelny. recall of atypical actions 
declined romcwhq while recall of script acdonr impmvcd. 
Howe 119971 looked at the isolation effect in children's Ibt  learning. Children 
were shown lists of relaled black and while pictures that contained either (a1 a colouced 
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related item. (h) a number, or (c) an vnrelatsd item. Hence. both pereepNal and 
conceptual datinctivenar was manipulated. Intsrsstingly, pemcprual distinctiveness 
(coloud related item1 was beneficial (at a~quirition and long-term retenrionl far bath 
alder (7-yr-oldsl and younger (5-yr-olds) children. whcrea conceptual di~rinetivene~s 
(unrelated !tern) was beneflfral only for the oldmchildren. Manipulating perceptual and 
conceptual diwinetivencrs nmultaneouly (is.. presenting n number of s different colour) 
resulted in poorer m a l l  performance. Howe (1997) suggests thnt this panem of m a l l  is 
conslrrent with a dirtincrivenar hypathesir and further propores that there exirrr an 
inverted U relationship between distinctiveness and memory. That is. everyday common 
experiences do not create stmng reprerendations m memory: " tm distinctive" experiences 
erhiblt a negvlive effect on memory: and &re exists an optimal. mid-rangc. lcvcl of 
dirtinet~venes~ thnt faeriitate~ memory. Imponantly. this was also the first study in which 
age differences ar acqu~silian were connollcd and the cffecc. of distinctiveness at long- 
term retention in children's memory devslopmsnt wne examined. 
Dirtinctivenas effects in children's memory have also been eranimined in a handful 
of biz- imagery studies 1c.g.. Emmerich 6r Ackcrman. 1979: Merry & Graham. 1978: 
Tomasulo. 1982). For example. Emmeneh and Ackerman (1979). using kinderganen 
children. employed a paid-aciate learning task in which pairs of nouns were 
e l a h r e d  thmvgh either normal or biz- interactions. No imaging instructions were 
provided during the acquisition pmcedurc and mention tests consisted of cued-recall and 
reeagnition tasks. Results were consistent with thow of adult based cued-recall and 
recognxtion tests. The B E  was not evident. In faM, the opposite was me, with normal 
elaboration of noun pain resulttng in significantly better cued-recall pezformancc. The 
recognition twk failed to unveil any differences. Thereresults shouldnot be sulpnring. 
given tha b'bamness is believed to only aid n x e  access. 
In addition to examining memory for b i m c  matend. Tomasula (1982) 
investigated the effects of age in a recall twk. The author camped two gmupr of 
preschool children. mean ngerof4 y n  7 mthr and 3 yr5 6 mthr. on thetrab~liry to m a l l  
normal. low bizarre. and high bizarre. l inednwn pictures o f  interacting object pairs. On 
the recall lask. the older children were found to perfom, equally well m r s  the three 
condtdans bur the younger children had signtficnntly lower ma l l  for the low biz- and 
high biz- conditions. Unfonunacly. i t  is not clear what we can conclude fmm these 
findings because (a) the object linedrawings were nathcr accompanred by sentenas 
describing the interactions nor by explicit imagery inrrmetionr at onwt of the 
manipulation. (b) the objects were not matched br assoelatlve strength xmss the three 
conditions (e.g.. Normal = matches lighting pips; Low Biz- =pips in a frying pan: 
High B i m  = fish smoking u pipe), and(e) rhem was nocontml of learning across items 
or participants at a~quisitian (lack of criterion learning). 
Last. M q  and Graham (1978) looked at imagery bi-ners and chi lkn ' r  m a l l  
of sentences. The author5 tested 12-13-year-aldr on words recollected from wntenccri 
hey had previously piclured in their mind. and rated as bizam or common. The authors 
examined the cffecrr of h i ram imagery on bolh immediare and long-term (one week1 
mdl. In  a gmup setting, children were asked to rare shon scntenea on rhc images 
pm(ucsd (c.g.. ordinary. unlikely, don't how. and can't inwgmel fallowed by one of 
three recall conditions: (I1 expected immediate recall w~ th  subsequent uncxpecled long- 
term mall. (?) unexpected immediate recall with subsequent vnexpecred long-term recall. 
and (3) uncxpectcd recall at long-term retention only6. In all eases. children were 
requested to write down everything that they muld remember. Recall was found to be 
significantly higher far w d  fmm bizam sentences than Tor words from common 
wntencer for all recall conditions. 
I t  should be noted that Merry and Graham (1978) failed to: (a1 control leming at 
asquisaion, (bl investigate developmental trends. and (el hold materials conrwl across 
conditions (e.g. Normal = The m m  smoked a cigar: Bizarre = n e  man pecked the won) .  
Thus. any observed differences between bizarre and common items could be due to 
differential leming or item anifam. Impanantly. eneh condition should hove k n  
asroeiated with marerids tha were equivalmt bur for the interntion. orjuxtaparilton, 
between the i tem within the sentence, such lhar a mmmon scntcnce kg.. the man 
.Pnnicip.  were u k d  LOLOLCIhC images (hcy Nd fmnsd hnn ,he heheIIII rnk~rlhhe Ibb verbal 
meaning of (hc unxmcn, a m k  whmh also rrrved u m incidental l m i n e  task. A xtora&t 
sentems fto~au~ssedtrimngcry w u  being uwd. b a l l  pcrfarm~ccan chis lyp of rcntcnecs uu 
pa-, fncondirmonr I snd 2. but not lignlfleanuy diflercnr rmm mall pcrlammm or camon 
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smoked a cigar) would he matched to a bizarre sentence 1e.g.. the man ate acigar). In this 
way. the inherent asraeiarive rvength beween t!te two nouns would have been constant 
across conditimr 1e.g.. Lang. 1995). and subsequent rmultr more easily asetibed to the 
experimental manipulation. 
Methodolaeieal and ConeeaNal Limitations 
As briefly diwurud, distinctiveness research manipulatzng biz- imagery hw 
been limited and Lose rmdies that do exist have serious methodological pmblemr rhP 
serve to limit their inarpretability. ldentlfying cunent problems seem to be the t is t  step 
toward increming applicability of b i m  lmagery to the concept of dirtlnctiveness in 
children's memory. Moreover. identifying mcthodoiogical and concepual limiutians of 
cumnt research will serve to claify the circumstances in which the distinctiveness effect is 
evident and patentially uncover the theoredeal mechan~sms behind it. 
Fint. most invcrtigarorr have mncentmted on immediate. or short-term retention 
measures of memory, almost to theexchrion of long-term retention. Consequently, the 
incur 1i.e.. encoding, storage and retrieval) of the B E  (if reponedl s frequently limited to 
initial acquisition. Failure to cramine long-term retention performance has anothcr 
consequence. namely. we do not know whether initial advmuge~ (he they reponed for 
common or biz- items) are sustained over longer intervals. As acqvi~itian advnntqes 
do not always translate into retention advantages, addidanal rercareh is needed 10 
asecnan whether there are any long-wrm p m  m memory associated wtth mantpulattng 
bizam imagery. 
Second. failure to equate Item learning ar acquisition ehameterizes the lirenture 
(e.g. Emmerich & Ackeman. 1979: Merry &Graham. 1978; Tamsrulo. 1982). This 
becomes panieularly impomt  for interpretationr of retention pcrformancc. be i t  rhon- or 
long-term. Spseifically, a failure to ensure that n common critenan is used for all itcmr. 
across condittans and pmicipann, creates uncenainty in stating whether significant effects 
are due to actual differences m retention or to differential learning during the ncquirition 
phase. 
Third. [hers is a falure lo  eontml other factos (e.g.. associative strnlgllt) l l ~ r t  rruy 
vary between b i w m  andcommon materials. The b i m  and common msterinls 
employed in many studies reviewed here were generally not equivalent xmrs panicipann 
or conditions (see above diwursion of limimtitions of Merry & G n h w  1978: Tommla. 
1982). Again. thin compmmiwr the interpretation d t h e  results from thee nudies. In 
addition. the issue of conrmlling image formatron aems participants and i tem has ken 
problematic. The tendency of invesligaton to move fmm cxperimenur-generated images 
to wlf- or subjsct-gsncrared images is a contributing factor m thir problem. Clearly, the 
farmer allows one to gan mmcanuol  over the experimenral riN3.Iion. Even with the 
implementation of thir connol, i t  ww ld  be difficult to whether young children in 
panicular, imaging Ihe rc-be-remembered marerials as required. Although imQng 
ability, p r  sc. d a s  nor r r rm to be a factor in obtaining a BIE (we Anderson &Buyer. 
1994). the effect is often greater when pvnicipanu are given explicit imqcry insuuclions 
than semantic praccsslng instmcrionr. TIUS. a more consistent method should be devised 
to ensure consistcnr across-subject and acmsr~onditian imaging. 
Founh. r rmgle. oll~ncompassng definition of bi-nesr or dirtnnct~veness is 
lact~ng. There are many diffemnt definitions. with there comeptr being operation~lized in 
many different ways. This is of pilnieulvrconcern in mearch w~thehildren. What we a 
adultr deem common or biz- does not neecsarily map onto n child's notion of common 
and bin-. This i r  elexly canongent on a number of variables ruch the child's 
bilckpround knowledge m d  the child's eumnt ~nterpretatian of the ~nformation prewnlcd 
(t.e.. r pvnicular inaraeuon may be b t z m  in cenain instances md not in others. and the 
degree of birmness may depnd on which of these instmces the child foeuser)'. 
Choren because it mtps onto mast of the avnilable research with younger eh8ldren. 
the current experimental p d i g m  w u  designed with all of there eonstdentions in m~nd. 
First. children were required to learn r mired list of bizarre and common lrems ro n nrict 
acquisition criterion of two consecutive enorless triills. This ensures that leaning should 
be reasonably well cqurted rcmrs xtcm type (and age) at acquisition. Because easier i t em 
'an mn~dowl cwrnpleem(rm~ ffmfhs p-ts~uly Tkexmpte.The noylulilil lands on !he 
mounann" wrt gven lo a kinderernernern child. and he was ~ k d  lo lab1 IIS sVm@Wld d 
commdnoml. nc mswm he gave unr "well. dir is in thewnvr hen ih'r OK. but 11 s 15 in Le 
summer thcn a'smdlv summ''. Clvvlv lhir mniovlulonof the aelcnled lnformrlion m no# ixmulcd . " .  . 
yet LC would mab r world of difference lo Uu child's ~nlerpmlntion oilhe ewnt 
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are lemed faster thm more difficult ilems and because younger children learn at a slower 
n t e  lhan older children (Howe & O'Sullivm. 1997). use o f  criterion lemtng pmmlures 
ensures these d8fferencer are not prermt a the end of the vequirilion session. 
Interernngly. 11 ha! been argued that the use of  rhir praecdure creates a new problem. 
namely. over-leamingeonfound, (see Bn ined  & Reynn. 1995: Howe & Courage. 19971. 
Hcre. diffemnces in  aver-leming might emerge such lhvt easier Items would be lcamcd 
more eomplelely (i.e.. would have stronger 1-1 than more diflicult itcm5. a d  older 
children would I e ~ m  ;my list of items more fully ti.e.. more materiillr wil l  bc encoded) than 
youngr children. As huch. differences at m n t l o n  would not be independent of 
ditTercneer n ;~cqulntian. However. over-leming effects have been found to be unrelated 
tomcmory durability. In  twoerpnmenrs involving 12. 15- and 18-mthr olds. Howc m d  
Coumge (19971 have bhown that. " ... neither leming n te  (mean rnalr to first recall) nor 
aver-learning opponunlties (mean trials =her f i s t  comct recall or mean malr aRr bat 
e m n l  predicted forgerling" (p. 1561. Nal confined to infants. similar results are noted 
wbth alder panieipann (up to I I-year-olds. Brained & Reyni. 1995). B a h  of these 
srudiesurcd a st;ingcnt leamingcrirenon (e.g.,2 consecurlve ermrless trials: see Howc & 
O'Sullivan. 1997. far areview of studies uringcrirerion learning). As such. although 
some information may have been ovecleamed. the oppamnity for under-leaning w;ls 
eliminated. Similmly. Ule 2-tnd crilenon used in the eumnt rrudy should serve to conool 
for diffcrenccs in learning a acquisition. lhus laer recall should only reflect evens tha 
htve Innsplred over the retention tnterval. not l h o ~  at aequirilion. 
Second. useen earlier ( h g .  1995). inherent item xrsaiution~ muneither be 
removed or contmlled in order lo unambiguously measure h e  effects of birmness on 
memory. In rhe cumnr study. the materials employed were equivllent ilcrorr panic~pmts 
mdcondilions. Ail chtldren wereexpored to all the word pain (only inteml~ons dlfferedl 
and object, were depicted in h l w m  ;md common interactions an equal number of time.;. 
As such. objecrwe (1.e.. normcdl3sswiaions belwen ttems were vdmr~eal xrorr 
pmlcipmtr nnd condilions. Thus. the BIE (if found) would be due to the blmmness 
pmvided by the internedon s p l l i c d  between ilcms a d  no1 la preerirdng umi r r l ve  
differences. 
Thtrd. n concerted rllcmpl wa- made lo conlml imager across panic~panls old 
cond~rions by ~xpllcitly mm~pulnt~ng rhr intcruetians oftoy oh~ects dunng the ;uqui*li!on 
p h w  of  the crpcriment. As such. all parrimpants viewed. and were cnsrrvcred to Image. 
rhe same items m the same crpenmenler-pmvlded inlerxlivc manner. Impmmlly. all 
panicipnn had the equal opponunily ti.=.. were provided with [he same referents) to 
construct Images, such that b i m  and common trcm conditions should have differed only 
in rhc ~nlemtion between Ihe r c m  m d  not the items rhcmrcives. 
Faunh. chlldren'r long-term retention and Ihe effece of dirrinetivcness ustng h e  
hiram imagery manipulat~on. w m  examined usin8 a malhemarical model b a d  on h e  
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trace-integrity framework (see Hawe & O'Sullivan, 1997). This was done in  order to 
evaluate whether biwmmss facililares storage. retrieval, or bath. &fore describing the 
cumnt experiment a brief overview of the trace-integrity framework is pmvided (for a 
m a  extenswe review see Hawe & O'Sull~van. 1997) including the storage and reuievnl 
theory behind !I. 
Lone-Term Retention Pcrformancs and the Trace-lntceritv Framworl( 
The pmcerws reflected in changer observed acmrr retention intervals merit more 
consideration than is apparent in  the literature. Are there changes due to storage- or 
remeval-based fatlures? More specifically, are lhey due to alterations in the memory 
traces, allnations in the accessibility of memory tmces. or both? Retrieval-bawd theorists 
(e.g.. Miller. Kaspmw, & Schactman. 1986) often assume that forgcning is due to 
retrieval errors (i.~.. memory ~topdge IS "static" and l rarrs remain "intact") that can be 
pmduced. for example, by output tnterference between cnrlter and later stored traces 
(Howe & Brainerd, 1989). Essentially, forgetting depends on a failure to recollect 
information because of impovcrirh~d retrieval conditions (i.e., optimnl retrieval cues are 
na pmvided) w h m  pmicipants are unable to access or activate otherwise intact m e s .  
Although all uarrr rurvive, they do roat diffmnt smngths. Consequently. adeeline in 
performance acms time is explained in t e r n  of the rubjsu' becoming l c ~ s  able to 
distinguish target fmm mmpering races, paniculnrly under non-opcimal remeval 
conditions (Howe & Brainerd. 1989). &awe infomtian remains intact in  storage, 
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forgening is said to be a maner of losing information "in memory" mher than " h m  
memory" (Brained. Reyna, Howc. & Kingma 1990). 
On the other hand, storage-based theorim kg.. Reynolds, 1977: Richardson. 
1985) propose that declines in perfonance acmsr lime can also be due to storage faiuws. 
Forgetting acvrr  as the angtnally encoded malerial is "unleameb'. or reorganized by 
newly acquired. interfering tnformarion (due to a weakcntng of bands or loss of tracer: 
Howe & Brainerd. 1989). Furthemore.originul m e r  may become lmnrfanned by 
spontoneavr internal restructuring of trnces or band strengths. In contrast u, reuieval- 
based hypotheses. stornge based theorisls hold that there i r  a degeneration or 
transformdon of lmcer 'from memory" rather than "in memocy" IBrainerd et ai.. 1990). 
According lo Howc and his colleagues 1e.g.. Howe & Bdncd ,  1989: Howe & 
O'Sullivan. 1997), long-term rrtcntion perfmanee hm to be dependent on bath storage 
and rrvievnl pmcesus. Changes to memory mces appear lo occur at encoding. storage. 
and retrieval over both short- and long-term intervals (Howe & Brainerd. 1989). Thus. i t  
becomes important to distinguish tho* instanter when x c u m  information in memory is 
inaccessible 1i.c.. rcvieval failures) h m  those when it is unavailable 1i.e.. storage failures). 
Merely ab-ing global performance changes ac- variable retention intervals is not 
rufftcient to distinguish there parribilitier. We need to identify and mesure Ihe factors 
that could produce such performance, and lhe disintegratianlredinLegrnIion theory 
provides one method whereby this can he accomplished (Howe & Bmerd .  1989). 
Thir theory builds on the trace-insgrity model of long-term atenrim. and starer 
that memory traces eansirt of primitive elemenu that are bound tagether into cohesive 
structures (Hawe & O'Sullivan. 1997). During Vaee acquisition. there elements em* 
represenmnons in rtoragc of ro-be-remembered !terns which arc then retrieved by latw 
pmcescs. Memorability a determined by rhe degree of cohesion among tnrs elcmcnu. 
or bond strength. Dirinregrotive types of changes (e.g. vace decay. interferenee. cross- 
talk among i k m )  lead to the breakdown of bonds hat  hold primitive t m  elements 
rogcthcr. Thir does nor necessarily imply that [hex trv~cr are emed or that rhey vanish 
from memory. Rather. they can be aconrwcted and modified in storage, and become 
indiscernible from the 'bbackgnxnd noise" of other trace elcmcnu. leaving open the 
possibility of "ace reactivation or reinrnament during retention less (Howc & 
O'Sullivan. 1997). Thus, although disintegrative changes may alter bondr between rnce 
elements over time (is.. threatening uace integrity), it is possible tha mdintegrativc 
almations (at asr) can lead to movery of some of the origlnal information m storage 
through the rrdintegraion of bonds. Within this trace-integrity fmcwork,  storage and 
retrieval pmerses are vicwcd as ends of aringle continuum. 
The ~mplicationr of this model ( r e  Howc & Brainerd. 1989; Howc & O'Sullivan. 
1997) arc (a) there extst pmsssws that emde performance over the retention mterval. 
such that forgetting cwId be due to changes in accessibility of information that is sill 
intact in storage, or in the availability of that informarion in storage and (b) there also erlrt 
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pmccsres t ha  lead to a rernslatement of the material, which in tum. leads to the 
observation of an increase in retention performance during the retention vials thmrclvcr. 
An impMtant contribvlion of this madel is the idea that smrage failures may not be 
prmanenl and that tracer can be reinslated or restored. At the same nmc, a unifier 
storage- and retrieval-bared forgetting. viewrng amnesia and hyprmnesia as a resuit of a 
single mechanism (i.e., the strength of bonds klwccn primitive elements, or m e  
inlegrity: Howc & Brained. 19891. 
Because this fnmework is implemented as a milIhemntica1 model. with 
independent measurements of srorage- and nnevd-based failures. the relaionships 
between the theoretical concepts of storage and retncval. and empineal (ermr-rucccssl 
ourcomu an long-term retention tests are made expliett (Howe & O'Suliivan. 1997). The 
trace-integrity model dcwrikd by !he authors ir conrirtenl with other models wtth respect 
lo trace features. bonds. mulability in rlonge. and the close connectednerr of storage and 
retricvd. but is untque with rsspct to opemtionnlizing these mumptions in the form of a 
testable mathematical framework (but we Riefer & Rouder. 19921. As such. arrumptions 
are stared precisely (in rhe form of equations), m open lo falsifiention (fit of model to 
data). and provide p r s x ~  ruler for linking ohservnble &arm- to underlying 
theoretical conrrmcts ( H w e  & O'Sullivan. 1997: see upcoming diwusion in Results 
section of curnot study). Because of thew advanlages. this model will be u c d  hers to 
localize the effccts of bizanenas in childcen's long-term menlion. 
In the eumnt expuiment. partielpanu were required to lenm lobe-remembered 
items an n wries of acquisition uials, with four subsequent recall reru of the items. 
Retention cnn be appraised by obxrving 'global performance" and applying a number of 
compnriranr. There can be made belwecn the number of items recalled on the last 
acquisition vial and the number recalled on the first reteaion test, between Ihs number af 
items wal led on the fin1 and subsequent tests at retention. or between the number of 
i t em recalled an any earlier and later test a retention IHowe & Bninerd. 1989). 
Performmce enhancing facacrors 1i.e.. reminiusnee and hypermneriul will be difirendatcd 
from prfarmance limiting factors 1i.e.. amnaiaand forgelling). by o k r v i n g  any of a 
number of passible outcomes which will be contrasled between EOmmOn and 
bizaddistinctive item. Howe and h a  colleagues (Howc. Kclland, Bryant-Brown. B 
Clark, 1992) define there facton as follows: omneria (an obwrvcd net dcereasc in 
performance on retention tests). hypermneria (an observed net lnerraw in pcr fomce).  
fo~cning (a failure to reeall or mognire apuniculrr ilem succcsrfully 
recallcdlmognired on a previous Irial). and remhiscence (test-induced redinlsgntive 
pnress refening lo succerrful ~cnlVrecognitililian of a particular ilsm that had been 
unsuccessful on a previous uial). Further, two types of remniscencc are identified: 
storoge-based reminircenee and m t " e v o l - b o .  Amnesia m u m  when 
for~rgcaing ram are pester than reminiscence raw. and h y p m e r i o m u n  when 
reminircenec ntes am greater than forgetting rates (Howc et al.. 1992). Conscqucntly. 
mantion petformane ( m e r i a  and hypemesta) will be measured by mnridering both 
forgetting and reminiscence (for both types of items). Since long-term retention 
perfomwnee depends directly an h e x  two variables and their interaction. when the ovo 
iue"discntmg1ed". Age X Retention inamlions should be evident' (Howe et nl.. 1992). 
Impomntly, these effects will be evaluated far both common and dirlincrtve i e m .  
The mlc of distinctiveness in children's long-term retention was directly examined 
md analyzed according lo the me-integrity model. Funhermore. developmenlnl mndr 
were e m i n e d  by looking a recall by panicipanrr m two age gmups. 5-year-olds 
(bnderganenl and 7-year-olds (2nd gndcl across u 3-week retention tnlerval. A free 
recall an was used instead af a cued m a l l  with p i red asraciate learning fm  two 
impanant reasons. First. bizam imagery pmdigmr have shown a B E  with free recall 
vents cued m a l l  or mognlrlon (3% Einstein & MeDaniel. 1987). As discussed. this may 
be because distinctivenesr help w L  vace access rather than access of individual i a m  
within a tnre (i.e.. not redintegration). Second Ule insensitivity of retention measurer 
such ar recognition and cued recall to develapmntd changer has been widely 
dacumented (s.g.. Brainerd ct al.. 1990). Specifically, these errs generally ensure high 
levels of accuracy xmss all age groups. making there mlaively pmr choicer when 
examining developmental mnds. 
I t  was expected that older children wouldexhibit greater totnl m a l l  than ywnger 
children (see pnor discusnan). Along with a BE. an Age X B~wmncss intsnction was 
expected. Two possibilities exist: btramldiainaive items cwldcither facilitate younger 
veaus older children's mal l ,  or older versus younger children's recall. The former 
interaction would be expected because younger children have poorer memay than do 
older children. Hence. any factor that improves these children's memory ~houldmsetheir 
perfarmanet more than older children's. who may already be relying on other mnemonic 
rtnrcgier. The latter tntenctson however is dro a possibility due lo older children's more 
comprehensive background knowledge bare (relative to ywngcrchildren'rl, which would 
serve as a stranger secondary conlex~al  comparative (again. relative to younger children) 
Since b ~ r m  i agery pvndigms are. in essence, manipulvtionr of secondary 
dinincliveness, olderehildren may perceive bizam juxlaporitions as more diainctive than 
would younger ehddren. Hence, rhe effect would be more pmnounced in the older age 
group. 
w 
A t a d  of 40 (20 female. 20 male) kindergmen children (mean age = 5 y- 10 
months, SD = 3.5 months) and 40 (25 female. I5 male) Gnde 2 children (mean age = 7 

\entente wils. The do* rode the brr?ck (rce Appendix A). The u% of cdenticd noun* for 
both b t z m  and common interactions conemlled for the problem af Item dirsim~larity 
common lo previous studiesof this nature. In addition. ;l set of toy3 lnpproprivtc to both 
age Emups. ;md bath genders) were used to demonstrate each interaction eoncunently 
wtrh 8e verbal prerentarion. The same toys were used to deptct both the bizarre m d  the 
common lnteractlon for rha pvn~culrr noun pair. For elAmple. children vtesed either n 
toy Olp chasing il toy hicvclr. or r toy du,y tiddlng a toy hic?clr. The use of the vrmr toy* 
to depict $he tnremcrtons ~n I constant way w a  done in an ;lrtempt to pmvide perceptual- 
imuginal referents far the children m d  to pmmote the formalon of nmllar. perceptudly 
vivid tm;lger acmrs pim!elpmts m d  conditions. Moreaver. h e  prexntaton of toyr 
ensured that the ;acquiririan cask of mrmanrtng the lirr was quite easy ti.e.. for both urr 
of ircmsl. whteh allowcd r clever ptcrure of retention effects. the facur of thlr stody. 
The stimuli weredivided into fw r  a t$  to which pmieipma were nndomly 
assigned. For each ~ubjeet. 4 lhr ln items were bizme and 4 we= common Funher. 
there wrre4combinarionr of b~zamlcommon l a c  Appendlx 8) That is. which4 items 
wcre biz- and which wcrecommon was determined using4 different combinrtionr. 
such thaa  pdntculsr abject-par fntemct~an was b~zarreequvlly often a it was common 
uemsr pmicipanrs. The order of prewntatian of noun pain during the learning session 
was also nndomized fmm oivl to trial roehminate syrternrttc cffccts of serial positioning 
* 
Partielpanu were tested mdividually. Testing asumd over two seunons and was 
conducted in u quiet area in the children's v h m l  over a3-week priad. The to-be- 
remembered items were prewnled using a rwndud study-distractor-lest pmedure. The 
following instrucuons were given to cach child n Ihe onset of the cxpnmnr: "I am 
going torhow you romc mys. two utarime. m d  tell you something rbour them. I wwld  
like you to try to picture in your head what y w  see and hear m d  try to remcmbcr how the 
toys go together." Children heard the etght different intenrlionr (a. determined by the 
st. one ro four. to which they were asngned). one a iltime. along wlth lhe respective toy 
demonstration, for ten seconds each. l l c  marcher enacred each interacdon with rhe 
comsponding par of toys for cach of the different noun pairs. The mmnsr of 
presnlat~on was conrirtenl from child to child. 35 well as the mode of delivery fmm 
condition to condition 1i.e.. biz- m d  m m m n  intervlionr were delivered consistently 
within. as well as between. panicipants). 
Following each study trial. pmicipma were given n Mr dirtmtor osk during 
which they were w i r e d  to match symbols and shnper according to a prederigned 
sample. This was tntloduced to m in imk  shon-term memory (e.g.. r e h d ,  recency) 
effects. Immediately following the distractor osk, children were asked to recall out loud 
as many of the nmn pain. within k i r  respzctivc intaeuons. m pr ib le.  The f m c - d l  
tm was terminated when 2 6  had elapsed without a verbal response from the panicipanu. 
This rtudydirtractar-lest pracedure continued until the children had learned the entire list 
of nouns to a criterion of two eonwfutive enorless test trials. 
After !he thme-week relention mterval. children were gtven a free recall test. using 
a sequence of ter td inmmr trials without funher study opponuniticr. That is, each child 
was asked to recall what r/he could from the onginal levnnng serslon followed by 3h on 
the s m c  distractor [ask used at acquint~an. followed by a second ~ealldirVactor mid, 
and 50 on. for n total of four test rrials. Finally. each participant was administered a 
manipulation check to determine the level of btramness (as deemed appropriate by the 
child) of each of the presented inrenctions. The pvnicipanu were asked whar they 
thoughr of each noun par interaction: 'I would like you lo lsll me what you thought about 
what the toys were doing. Did you think what they were doing w u  really strangelweird, r 
lbttle rtmngelweird, a little nmaVcommon. or m l l y  narmal/commonr' Two clarifying 
questions were used. First. thechild was asked "Do youthink that what these lays were 
doing was weirdlstrange or commonlnormal?" Depending an the child's response, the 
subsequent question was"Do you think a was m i l y  strangelweid. or a l i nk  
rmgelweird?" or'Do you think a was really commonlnormal, or a l ink 
commanlnormall'. This was done in order to determine whether the children's individual 
ratings of the items (heremah refemd to as child-nmcd judgements or data) 
eamspanded to the adult-normed judgemenu of Riefer and Rouder (19921. I t  is 
important toestablish a good opsrational definition of biramnss. particularly when uring 
child participants. Nomtng the materials used by Riefer and Rouder on the child 
participants of thir study more than d r e s s e d  thir issue. Bolh sen d dam child- and 
adult-nomed. were subsequently analyzed. 
&& 
Becaussths results of adult- and child-nameddaw pmved to be virmnlly 
identical. only adultnormed reruln are diwurwd. A eampletc summary of analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) and malyris of eovanance IANCOVAI resulu busdonehild-normed 
d m  is provided in Appendix C. An ANCOVA was used m order to eliminate $wal led 
under-or over-learning effects at long-term retsaion (c.g.. Howe, 1995: but see earlier 
discussion of the general abseme of Ihcse effects in designs such us there). Ermn at 
requisition (both trial I crmn and ermn aemss all acquisition sialrl wrved as the 
covariate 1i.c.. number of srmrj made acquiring b i m  interactions were u r d  ar, the 
covariale for erron made in reculling bizam interactions and number or errors made in 
acquiring common intsnctions were used as the covmare for e m  made in recalling 
mmmon interacttans) and ermn p r  vial at relention us the dependent variable. Global 
results are m p n c d  first, fallowcd by a discussion of analyses using the me-integriry 
model. 
Global rnnds 
Aeonisition - Ma1 I. To facilitate comparison with pusr n-h, man ermn on 
k first vial of acquiririon were analyzed using a 2 (item: common x b ~ m )  x 2 (gender 
boys r girls) x 2 (@: krndergm x grade 21 ANOVA. Means and ~tandard eviations 
are provided in Table I. A main effect of grade. F(1.76) = 35.82. p = .WO. MS. = .65 
was observed, with older ehlldren making fewer enon I M  = ,781 on the fist aequirition 
trial than ywngerchildm (M s 1.141. No signtRmt main effects of either gender, F(1, 
76) = 3.63. p = 061. MS. = .65 or item. FII. 76) = .12. p = ,735. MS. = .98, and no 
interactions wcrc observed. 
Table I 
Mean Emrr tSDs\ far Adult-Nomed D m  an Trial I and across all Trials at Acouisition 
Trial 1 Al l  Trials 
ICr 2r Ks 2s 
x l d )  x l d l  xlsd) xlsd) 
Note. because here were no itemeffects, mean emrs were collapsed wias conditions. 
Acouisition - All Trials. Mean number of s m n  aemr all v i a l s  of acquisition 
were also analyzed using a 2 [item: common x bizarre) x 2 (gender bays x girls1 n 2 
(grade: kinderganen r grade 2) ANOVA (see Table I for means and standard deviations). 
Maineffecuaf grade.F(l. 761=40.54,p=.WO,andgen&r. F(1.76) =7.03, p =  ,010, 
MS. = 7.36 emerged As anticipntcd 2nd grade children mode fewer errors on all vials ar 
acquisition ( M  = 1.39) than did kinderganen childten ( M  = 2.68). Vnexpeetedly, 
however, boysmade feweremn (M=  1.81) lhangirlr ( M  = 2.21). Finally, there was no 
mnin effect of item, F(1. 76) = .16. p =  ,689, MS. = 3.09. andno intenetions. 
Retention First, tolol e m s  at retention 
were analyzed using a 2 (item: common v b t m )  x 2 (grade: kindergarten I grade 2) x 2 
(gender: boys L girls) r 4 (trial) ANCOVA, with mean e m s  madc an the f is t  vial of 
~qu i r i t i on  serving as the covarinte. This was done far canpariron pu-r wilh 
previous m e m h  which doer not employ cntenon learning. The eovmale was found to 
be significant for common, F(1.75) = 5.59. p = .MI, MS. = 1.42. but not for b t m ,  F( I. 
75) = .08. p = .776. MS. = 3.72. assaciutionr. R' = 06 and .00. respectively. Significant 
man effects for grade. item. andvial were found [F(I, 75)= 17.24. p = .OM), MS.= 1.42. 
F(1. 75)=5.67.p=.020. MS.=3.72. F(3.228l=57.25, p =  .XU, MS.= ,261, but not 
far gender. F(1.75) = .79. p = .376. MS. = 1.42 (means and rlandard deviations arc the 
same for retention analyses. regardless of cowa te  [ I  trial v all malr], and these nre 
repaned in Table 2). Specifically, older chtldren made fewer ermn at retention than 
youngsrchildren. all children made fnvercrmn in recalling b i m  than commm items. 
and all children madc fewer and fewer mors as lhe retention vials unfolded. A significant 
Item x Trial intenction was also observed. F(3. 228) = 8.12, p = .MX). MS, = .31. Since 
this ~nteraction is identical to the one observed when mean errors amrr all acquisition 
trials wrved as h e  eouarintc. it will bs discussed in the next seaion. 
Table 2 
Mean Rownion fSDsI of Ermrs ar Trial at Retention far Adult-Normed Data 
K 
Common .57(.26) .56(.23) .49(.27) .49(.24l 
Bizarre .57(.27) .43(.25) .35(.21l .28(.21) 
2 
Common .42(.26) .39(.27l .28(.20l .31(.23) 
EIiirre .39(.25) .28(.2i) .23(.20) .lS(.i6) 
Retention -All AmuiritionTrial Ermn. Second. row1 emn at mention were 
nnalyrcd using a 2 (item: common y bizanel x 2 (gr* kindergmen I grade 21 x 2 
(gender: boys y gids) x 4 (rial) ANCOVA. wilh total e m s  acmss aquisltion malr 
serving as the covariate. The mmvariate was significant for both common. F(1.15) = 8.06. 
p = .W6. MS. = 1.38. and bi-. F(I. 75) = 8.29. p =  ,335, MS.= 3.35. a~saiations. R' 
= .09 and .08. respectively. Significant main effecrs for grude, item and rrial were found 
[F(1.75)= 1433,p=.WO,MS.= 1.38.F(1.75)=6.99.p= 010.MS.=3.35.F(3.228) 
=57.25. p =  ,330. MS.=.261, but noIforgender.FIl,75=.3l.p= 7 6 M  1.38 
(see Table 2 for means and rtandarddeviations). Gmde 2 children made fewerermn than 
kindergmen chddren. all ehtldren made fewer e m  m recalling b i  than common 
item, and all childrrn made fewer and fewer e m  as the retention uialr unfolded. 
Thesgntficant Item r Tnal cntencrlon a long-term retention. Fl3.228) = 8.12. p 
= .WO. MS. = .31. is plorted in Figure I. Port hoc analyses confirmed that e m  tended 
to decrease nt a faster rate forthc b i m e  items than for the common itemr. Newman- 
Keulr rests (p c .05) dam lndicated the following ordmng far common and btzam item. 
~ spc t i ve ly  (mean pmponionr tn parentheses): Trial 1 1.49) =Trial 2 C.48) >Trial 3 (.39) 
= Trial4 1.40) andTriol 1 1.48) >Trial 2 (.35)>Trirl 3 1.29) >Trial 4 (23). 
At a global level then. 2"'gnders made fewer ermn at long-term mrcntlan than 
kindergamen. children made few" crron recalling biz- than common evenu, a d  
children mads fewer ermn ar the rerenuon tnals unfolded. Funher. birnmnes of t-be- 
remembered even8 seemed to facilitate children's recall acmss lnals beyond what was 
observed for common item. Th!s war evidenced using both sen of norms (lee Appndir 
C for effects using shild-nomd data). In ocher words, it look as though bizammess 
promotes hyprmnesia a long-term retention. Ne*. the me-integrily model IS uwd to 
sec if this should indeed be inletpled ar n retrieval effect (e.g.. Riefer & Roudsr, 1992). 
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More rpeei8cally. Ihe model will be uwd to irolarc storage and ~ o i e v a l  conaibutions to 
forgetting m d  reminiscence. 
EigurcL Mean prnponion e m  aemrs retention vials LF adult-normsd b i m  m d  
common merials (collapsed mrorr age). 
Before applying the ttrm-integriry model, the degree of At of the model to the data 
must be established and i e  parameters enimated. Standard likelihood-mlo pmedures 
ye available for parameter estimation and gmdnesr-af-Rt lrcc Howc & Bdnerd. 1989: 
Howc. 1991: Howe &O'Lllivm. 1997). This tusk is accomplished usingthe following 
five-step sequence. 
Fint. the data rpna is translated into an tmplricnl pmbabiliry space. and a function 
is d e r i ~ d  which gwer the a posterion likelihood of that data. In the present erprimcnt 
(and atheher similar four-trial exprimem). this data space canrtru of 16 unique outcomes. 
The mods1 pmvldes independent estimates of the availability (in rtmge) and a~c~s~lbi l i ty  
(reuievability) af memory maces. as well u estimares of releamsng (restorage or retrieval- 
b e d )  during the actual retention test. This is accomplished by reparating forgetting and 
relearning components aver this outcome space of comct (C) and incomcl IE) 
responses, aremm: C,C:CC,, CLCICIL. .., E I E ~ E ~ G .  E I E ~ E ~ E ~ .  where subscripts 1-4 
represent the four retention tests. Probabilities are then s i g n e d  toeach outcome 1i.s.. 
fromp(C3CzC,C,) which represents the probability that an item is eomcdy malled on all 
Four trials. to p(ElE2E3E) which represents the pmbiability that an item is incomcrly 
recalkdon all uiais) convening the data space mto an empirical pmbabiliry space. The a 
posteriori lilrelihwdof thc damcan then be derived, one that conrains IS & p s  of 
freedom 1i.e.. L L ~ ;  wt Hawc. 1995). 
Secwd. this empirical probability space is converted into a mathematical space, by 
expxulng the I6 empirical pmbabilitier in terms of the model's nine panmeten (Table 3). 
A second lhkelihwd function with nine degrees of frredom is then derived bnwd on rhcw 
parameten. The nine parameter! are compared of two forgcuing (R and S) and reven 
relcming (a. I, andf;) parameten (ree Table 1). R refen to rexieval-baed forgening 
(i.e.. the conditional probability lhar although an item is in storage a s  not accessible) and 
S refen to storage-bawd fargertlng (i.e.. the unconditiannl pmbabilnty that an item is no 
longer available in storage). u s  the restorage parameter (i.c.. mdintegmtxon -or 
conditional pmbability Iha a trace can be restored) while h e  r, and thefimeasure retrieval 
releming, the former following rucccrsful ma l l  and the iamr following unsueccssfui 
recall. More spcitically. r,. r:. and r,, provide measures of the probnbiiityaf ruccesfully 
recalling m itcm following one, two, or tbms pmcding rumsus.  respectively. I,.ji. 
andji. pmvidc mcasurer of the pmbability ofrucecrsfully recalling an Item following one. 
two. or three preceding emn. mp=ctivcly (for a more derailed review see Howc & 
Brained. 1989: Howe & O'Sullivan. 1997). 
Thld. the number of timer that each of the 16 po~sible  outcome^ weumd in the 
sample d m  is counted, numerical values of the model's nine paramem are estimated the 
values for both the fifteen- and the n ine -pmte r  I ik I ihmd fumtron aye oblained. These 
valuer are then used to evaluate gwdness of fit of lhe model and to test hypotheses 
regarding between- and within-eonditian differences. 
Table 3 
Outcome Expression 
p(CCCC) 114U l-Rlr~?r, 
piCCcE1 ~ l - 9 ~ l ~ R l r ~ r : ~ l - r 3 1  
PICCEO (1-911-Rlr~Il-r>r, 
pICECC1 1 l-9(l-Rl(l- r,lf,r, 
p(ECCC) S4I-Rlrlr3 + II-S,Rhr,r> 
pICcEE1 ~ l - 9 ~ l - R l r t ~ l - r ~ ~ l l - h l  
piCECE1 ~ l - 9 l l - R l ~ l - r ~ ~ ~ 1 l - r ~ l  
pIECCE1 Sdll-Rlrdl-r:l+ 11-9R~r~(I-r:1 
p(CEEC1 ( 1 - 9 ~ l ~ R l ~ l - r ~ ) ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  
p(ECEC1 So(l-RI(I-rllJ + l l - 9 R f s l I - r ~ ~  
pIEECC1 S(laIo(1-Rlr, cSoRfir, + (l-9RlIJ,fin 
piCEEE1 ~l-9~l-Rl~l-~~~~l-f~l~lJ~l 
p(ECEE) S~~l-Rl~l-r~~~l-hl+~l-9Rhll-r~l~lJ~l 
p(EECE1 S ~ l ~ ~ M ~ l - R l ~ ~ - r ~ l +  S Rhl I - r~ l  +<I-9R~l-f , f i l l -r t l  
p(EEEC1 ~ l l a l ' o ( l - R l + ~ ~ ~ - a l ~ ~ f i  +SoR~I-hfi+ll~r)RlI~l~I~I..K 
p(EEEE1 S(lal'+S(l~l~R+~(~ala~(~~)+~o~(l~)(l-fil 
+ l l - 9 R ~ l - h l ~ l ~ ~ l ~ l - ~ l  
NOtL. Fmm "Misleading children's story mall: Forgetting and remni~cenee of Ihe facts". 
by M. Howc, 1991, DeveloDmenfalholow.27. p. 750. 
Copyright 1991 by M. How. 
Pmccrs and Description 
parameter 
Reminiscence 
Pmbability of storage failure 
Pmbability of retrieval failure of infomdon in  storage 
Pmbabikj hat information in jtange is iedtntegnted 
to a level above zem recall 
Pmbability of two conscutwe successes 
Robebtlity of rhrec conwewive successes 
Robability of four eonsecudve sucwrcr 
Pmbabillty of a success vfter one c m r  
Pmbability of a success after two consecutive smrs  
Pmbability of a rucccss a k r  three con~cutive m  
&&, Fmm "Misleading children's rtoq mall: Forgeuing and reminiscence of the facts". 
by M. Howe. 1991. Bvcveloomentll Fxvchalow. 27. p. 749. 
Copyright I W I  by M. Howe. 
Adapted with pmirsion. 
Founh, gwdness of fit tssls cvaluste whether the rraec!nregriry model provides 
an adequec acmunt of the data. and wkcr the form ~'(61= (-2 lnhl -  (-2InLt11. 
Gwdness of fir is determined by crlablirhing whether or not the nine-paramter model 
provider as good an account of the data (L) as the empirical model (Llr: c.g.. see Howc 
4 Bninerd. 1989). Goodness of fit was demonstrated (i.e.. the model provided an 
excellent account of hedata), wath avalue of ~'(6)s < 10.25 (p> ,051. for dl conditions. 
Lut. hypotheses cegnrding rheocelical pmcerser of retentton performance ars 
tested. A three-step likel~hoad-ratio pnredure was employed beginning with an 
exprimenwise test. followed by condirionwisc andparnmrlenvirc less. Fist. the 
experimentwise [err esrahlished that parameter value? varied acmw the experiment as n 
whole, with a value for this lest statistic of ~'(27) = 94.59. p c .001. Second. four 
condittonwise tesls were used to erwblirh that pnramler values varied between specific 
p i s  of conditions. The numerical results of these teru showed that all p a w i K  age and 
rtem conlrasta were significant: (a) age effects (kmdergamn !Grade 21 for the common 
(~'(9) = 17.66, p < .05) and biz- (1(91= 26.62. p c .Oil ltcms and (b) item effects 
(common I bizam) far !&dergannen (~'(9) = 38.83. p c .WI l  and second grades ($(9) 
= 29.37, p < .W I). Finally, paramclenviw erls established whether a rpc i f ic  parameter 
IS significantly different in  value far my two conditions that differ significantly. Thus. for 
each of Ihc significant conditionwise tests. Ihe mo&l'r nine paramem were comparsd 
far a total of36 parmtcnviw tesu. Significant flndings m summarized for the age and 
item cffscrs. Table 5 pmvides numerical aumarer of the model's theoretical parameterr. 
which are used to analyze differences in forgstting and reminiwsncc rater beween and 
within conditions. and rtauge and renieval loci dthew differences (Hcwe, 19951. 
Because rrsulrs were identical when examining either child- or adult-nomed dam, only the 
latter are rrpancd here. 
Table 5 
Estimates of the Trace-lnteeritv Model's Theoret!cal Parameters 
P~lprn~tel  
Canditiw S R a r! rr rl  11 fi fi 
Kindergarten 
Common .4i .25 .M .79 .88 .88 .58 .74 .80 
Bizarre .40 .27 .I2 .95 .99 1.0 .80 .98 1.0 
Grade 2 
Common .22 .26 .W .86 .92 .95 .63 .67 .M) 
Bizam .30 . i2  .25 .96 .99 1 0  .71 .W .08 
&dk& Age difference were local~ed primarily at forgetling. not 
reminiscence. Kindergarten children exhibited mne storage-bored forgetting (parameter 
s) than grade 2 children on both common ( A i  v .22. mpetively) and biz- (A0 v .30. 
respectively) conditions, and also mare m r i e v d - b d  forgetling (parameter R) rhan grade 
2 children an b i m  items 1.21 v .12, respectively). Further. grade 2 children exhibited 
more storage-bed reminiscence on the bizam items than kindergarten children 
(pammcter a; .25 y .12, respectively), partially explaining the hypemnesiaeffss reen in 
the earlier. ANCOVA analyses. 
Although there were vends m retrieval-based reminiscence age groups were 
diffc~entiatcd only with respect to crmrsontingsnt rruicval-bascd reminiscence. 
Speci6eally. although the rare of successsontingent re~rieval-bared reminiuence ( I ,  
values) was fairly stable across trials for bath kindergmen and grade 2 children. ermr- 
contingent nrieval-based remintscence V; values) increasd Smrs trials for kindergarten 
children and deereased for gnde 2 children. That is. ktndergartnen were more likely to 
recall an item (whether bizam or common) after one. two. and even three consecutive 
enon. whereas gnde 2 children's recull performance was more stable 1i.c.. the probability 
of successful m a l l  after one ermr was fairly high. but the probability of succnrhl recall 
after two, or three. eonsccutlve ermn was extremely low). 
km&m, The main effect due to manipulating item d i s t i n  
remintuenee. In particular, children d both ages showed a htgher pmbabllity of storage- 
based remini~ecnce (parameter a)  on the biz- than common items (kindergarten =. I 2  x 
.02. respectively. and grade 2 = .25 v .W. respectively). Funher, svcccsssontingent 
retrieval-based reminiscence (r, values) was water far berm than for common i t e m  for 
both age gmupr (see Table 5). However, ermrsontingent retrieval-bawd reminiscence O; 
values1 parmeterr rhowedan item effect only far kindergamen rvch that b i ram iDms 
exhibited n steeper ineresing slope Ihan common item. Thnt is. Ihc probability of 
recalling an item after one, two, or Ihrec consecurive enom was much grrnter far bizarre 
than for common items for these children. For gnde 2 children, although enorsontingent 
reuieval-bawd reminisence was stable across conditions li e..A parameter war not 
=liable) retrieval-bnxd forgetting ( R )  was twice as large for common 1.26) than for 
b ~ w m  1. 12) item. 
9iruurpo 
I t  was suggested earlier that methodological and conceptual limimtions of 
distinctivenes research with chsldren (including its opentionaliwtion us bizarreness) were 
related to the different msulls reported in this literamre. Specikally. failures to set a 
learning criterion at acquisition. to equate materials x m s  participants and conditions 
1i.e.. with respect to inherent arsocint~an~ and interactions between items), and to control 
images ncrorr panic~panu and conditions. all limited the interprewrron of m a l l  
performance particularly when developmental differences were examined. Moreover, few 
studies tncluded an assessment ddirtinclivcness effects beyond immediate ncqueition. As 
effects at acqutsition are not always Ihe same ar those ar long-term retention, vdditional 
resenreh war required Bccruw of these shoneomings cenain nrsver have not been 
clnrifred in the previous l i t e n ~ r e  an  he BIE, and mare importantly, in  h e  IirenNre on 
dirtinctivcncjr. For example, it is not clear what Ihe loci of dktinctiveners effects are 
(panicularly with respect to bog-term retention) and i f  any ddeeloprrental differencsn do 
exist. what the lacur of there dtfferences might be. As noted in the sumnr march .  
c amt ion  of these mcthadological and conceptual limiwtions. along wtth the application 
of the me-integrity model. revealed both h e  laeus of distinctivcncn cffecu ar long-ten 
retentton as well as the locus of developmenwl differences between the retention of 
distinctive (birurel and common informnlon. 
Several findings emerged fmm the global analyses in the cumnt study. First. as 
expected older children mirde fewcrcmn bach on the fin, acquisition trial and m 
reaching miterion (i.e.. required fewer tnalr overall) than younger children. Funher. there 
was no observed item effect in either of thea conditions This is in e o n m t  with previous 
findings of a B E  or. for that matter, 8 commonnes effect. Ricfer and Rouder (19921. for 
example. repart "nconsirtent advantage for biz- over common sentences for free. .. 
immediate. ... recall" (p. 606). whereas Tomasulo (1982) reponr greater immcdiare recall 
for common than btzarre items for the younger children ~n the study. Althongh I fin1 
blush a bizurenesr effect on immediate free mall  would seem obvious. a commonness 
effect also makes wnre. Acquiring new information is. ultimntely, an attempt to integrnte 
thb information into already existing knowledge rrmeturer. By definition, common evenu 
explott an individual's prior experience with h e x  events. and. as such. these evenu 
should be more easily asrimilared into one's background knowledge and aeqvired more 
easily. The acquisition of an event depicting a mmmon juitaparition between two it- 
should. lhcrefore, be favourable over the ncqu!sit!on of an event depicting a bi- 
juxIauporition. 
ALough the fmur of the eumnt study w a  not immediafe retention. performance 
on the fir* acquisition rnal (and each subsequent trial necessary to reach enterion) was, in 
essence. tmmediate, free mali. I t  may have been that the task here was r w  easy at 
acquisition ro obrcrvs item effcm. That is. m an attempt to control imager acmss 
panieipnts and item condi~ions by manipulating toys. lhe cumnt learning task was made 
notably easier than lncldenwl leming tasks of previous research (including Riefer & 
Roudcr's 119921, or Tomasuio's 119821). theconsequence of which may have been the 
absence of rtem effem on immediate frec m a i l  perfomalce. 
Interestingly, a main cffen of gender favouring the boys in h e  sample, was quire 
rurpriring. Typically, gender effects in  lcnming rend m favour girls (c.g.. Kramer. Delis. 
Kaplan. o'[)onncll. & Rifitera, 1997). This effmtdisnppemd when the acquirrtion 
andyris was conductedan tint r n d  m c r  only (consistent wnh prior research) and ww 
nor apparent in the long-term rerention analyses. An erplanauon for lhts effect is not 
readily available. As ~ N d y  items were largely gender-neuual lhis docs not seem to be an 
item effect, and is most likely u ramplingeffecL However. albeit spurious in na~re.  it 
bearp watching in fuure march.  
Global analyses at long-term rerention revealed results consistent with pm- 
experimental expswlions. Fint older children made feweremors at retention rhan 
youngerchildnn acmss all item condition^. Second a B E  (ir.. an item effect) war 
observed at long-term retention. Global prformancz analyses rhowed that children in 
both age gmups not only made significantly fewcr enom in recalling bi- than common 
items. but also made fewer and fewcr enon as the retentlan mdsunfoided. Theoretically. 
once these events were encoded, common juxtapositions became amalgamared into the 
larger background of the children's experiences. whereas bizam jhxtspasitions somehow 
stood apart fmm the larger knowledge b e .  At long-term retention then. the distinctive 
feature5 of the latter resulted in enhanced recall for there item?. 6ese  findings arc 
consistent wirh prior long-term retention mcarch wnrh olderehildren (e.g., Merry & 
Graham. 1978). however. they arc limited in that. they do "a reveal any developmental 
differences regarding the effects of biwmnesr on ehlldren's memoly, nor do they show 
the lafus of rhe BE. Although impmvcmnt in recall across trials indicates the presence 
of hypermnena, funhcr malyres with the trace-integrity model were needed to reveal 
significant effects of reminiscence and forgemng. 
Model-based analyses uncovered x v e d  deveiopmental trends. Fint. !dndergmen 
children showed a much higher pmbabiliry drtonge-based forgetung than gnde 2 
children on both common and b i m  items. Th!r result a mnsirtmt wlth thaae of Hows 
and @Sullivan (1997). who reponthat storage failure rates decline with age in childhood 
Tha there sffecrs were observed for both types of items ruggcsu that developmental 
differences in storage ia i lum are not affected by dbtinctivcrers (unlike for inswcc 
reminiscenee and misinformation effects which generally affect Vaeer at the level of 
stange). Oenenlly. the effect of desmtive m d  ceanruuctivc elements that vnnrpire 
dunng n retention intcrvnl is at rtoragc lHowe & O'Sullivm. 1991). 7he di~linctivenar 
or commonness o f  an event however. is flrrt encountered during acquisition. I t  could 
have k e n  that distinctiveness inaeulares tracer against norage-based failures by making 
t h e  stronger against wan-altering faelon. Bur this did not prove to be the cau.  
B i m  events did not enjoy lower pmbabiliticr of storage-based forgetting than mmmon 
events. Instead. i t  seems u^ . though there inms benefited from a reduction m retrieval- 
based failures. but only for the older, grade 2 chddren. 
Second. ntcr of nrieval-based forgening for common items were 
dcvelopmcntally rimtlar. which isconsistent with previous repom le.g.. Howe & 
O'Sullivan. 1997) chat not only is forgetting dominrtcd by storage failure rater. but it in 
these rues that decline with age, while retrieval-bawd failures remrn stable. In mnnasr. 
older children in the cumnt study showed lower probabilities of retrieval-based forgening 
for bt- events than younger children. FurUler, bi- events enjoyed lower 
pmbobilities of retrieval failures than common events for these older childen. This is 
carulrrent with Riefer and Rouder's (1992) claim thal distinctiveness influences retrieval 
opentiom. Subsequent analyses in t k  cumnt study, however, showed that this is not the 
entire picture. 
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Lar. d e ~ l a p m n u l  effects were observed on the rradge-based reminiscence 
parameter. S ~ i f i ~ a l l y .  old" children showed greater probability of s torage-kd 
recovery than younger children, hut only far b~zarre vents Funher. amnd  was wen 
(albeit unreliable) such that retrieval rtahil~ry rates tended lo be uniform and fairly high. 
and storage recovery rates were lower in camprison to retrieval recovery rates. 
Model-bnscd analyses also revealed impomt  ilem effccu. otherwise not seen with 
the ANOVA and ANCOVA analyws. Perhaps rhc most tmponant result noted war with 
respect to the rtomgc-based reminiscence parameter. Blrarre reletanships promoted 
greater stongc-based recovery than common rrlanonsh~ps. In contrast. Howc and 
O'Sullrvan (1997) repon that it i r  retrieval-based recovery operationr which tend to 
daminarc retention asu. with aonge-based recovery openlions being less reliable. & 
such, once informntlon crosses the storage failure threshold it komes  very difficult to 
access that infomrlon on sukqucnt relention tests. Inrerestingly. an exception lo thir 
mlc is akin totheeffecuof b i n -  obvrved in the cumnt study. Specifically. easily 
categorized (xmantieally related) material "can be refurbished using storage, ar well as 
reaieval, recovery opentionr. especially by older children" (Howe & O'Sullivan. 1997. p. 
187). Similarly, hi- relationships affected storage-hared reminiscence (i.e.. helped 
refurbishrent of dsgnded information). Although both age gmupr showed thir cffecf 
alder children enjoyed increased rtongs-hmcd movsry over younger children (i.c.. o 
parameter doubled) for the bizmeevenu. Significant effeeu on the retrieval-bawd 
reminircencc p m e t e r s  (bMh success- and em<ontingenr) however, were only evident 
for the younger children in the nudy. 
Funher. the effects of bizmenerr conuasr with the effects of manipulnuonr such 
as reinrtaremenL misinformation. and remactive interference which affect rtorap-bared 
forgening rnlcs primarily. with l ink impact an retention rertlng (and occur during the 
rrfcntron interval: we Howe Br O'Sullivan, 1997). Specifically rheireffm are linked 
directly lo mace maintenanec during the retention interval m d  indmctly lo Vace recovery 
during tesung. Birmness. however. seems to have ltttle effect on storage-bowd 
forgening (although it does impact retrieval-bared forplting for olderehildren) and a 
d i m  impact on norage-bowd recovery opentians. Whereas the former variables 
primarily affect the storage mmponent of forgening. but nor mcovery, biramneu 
primarily affects the stwage component of remvery. but not forgetting. 
There findings are quite interesting given prior hyporhexr for this effect (i.e.. 
bi- materials benefit retrieval and common materials benefit storage: Riefer & M a y .  
1998). Although there authors conclude tha memory for biz- items is a m l c r  of 
retrieval benefits (such that there Vaces am more accerrible than common naccs). they 
suggest that this may also be a mansr of storage bemefirs (see prior discussion an quality 
of b l n m  andcommon imager). By manipulating vividness and mnuolling item 
acquisition xmss conditions. the current x w m h  shows storage to be an i m p a m t  factor 
for b i m  i tem (i.e.. an incmass in storage-baud mtninisrrna). h p a m t l y ,  Risfsr and 
Rouder'r (19921 rrudy lacked differentiation between components of storage and retrieval 
at acquisition and those at retentton. Specikally, the authors' rnultinomial model 
separated storage and remeval factors at acquisition only. Imrnediale free recall tcrls are. 
in essence. tests dacquir~tion which can not becompmd with storage and retrieval 
w l t r  a rerenuan (eumnt madell. Hence. rtvtemenlr such as "... the effect of 
dtrtinniveness is somehow to lmpmve the retrievability of bizam memory tracer" (Riefer 
& Rouder. 1992) me not cairely dcfinit~veof the loci of distinctiventsr at retention. 
Rather. .BE  effect in Ricfer uldRauder'r (19921 study would more precisely elate to 
item acquisition. Specifically. bizam cvcnls seemed to have had an acquisition advantage 
over common events, the locus of which w s  a retrieval. Moreover. in the Riefer and 
Rouder (1992) nudy. the effefl of disttncrivencss on redintegrative changes was left 
uneramined. In fairness. howvsr. h e  ua of one free m a l l  mall%by these authors 
eliminates the possibility of exarmning relearning acmss rerention nidr. Hence. 
reminiscence can only be eonridercd in k present study. Whereas the multimmial d l  
of Riefer and Rouder (I'EnI daes not reparale forgetting m d  relearning compancnts s f  
retention. h e  eumnr model does (e.g.. Howe & Brainerd.1989: Howe Br O'Sullivan. 
19971. 
Thus, i t wsmr tha not only does the biz- imagery effect d w  in  younger ages. 
' D m ~ r r c . l l m n l  w l a l l d ~ r N e d r r c ~ l t e w l u h i c h s h o w e d n a d i r r ~ k -  b i m m d  
common it-. To CNYR WUV h e  %dl Vial did M L Y ~ Y  a lm ine  umd. lOcfcrnndRovdcr 
(IS921 conducted n s c w e  rmdy wing only cud-all. H n e w n  norigrfirnntdiffca~s wrc  
m e d  ktwernllrm. 
but develapmcnmlly. b imness  effecu seem to incnax both quantitatively (pmbability 
of storage-based reminiwena daublcr between k indergan and Grade 2) and 
qualitatively ( G d  2 children exhibit a beneficial effect of bi-ners en the reuieval- 
baed forgetting pameer whe- klnderganen children do not). Evidtndy. long-term 
relention performance of distinctivenerr (at Isat  when aperationalired as bizmenerr;) can 
not be explained by storage- or retrieval-bmd theories alone. Only when considered in 
light of the disntcgntton/redintegrati~n theory. did it became clear that distinctiveness 
affects both storage and retrieval eomponcnu of forgetting and relearning. 
Although these findings are hirly clearmt.consider qamc dnwbncks to the 
cunent ~ m a c h .  F i m  Schmidt (19911 ruggcru that there is an inherent problem with 
mired-list designs. SpeiRcally. memory for distinctive items is compared to memory far 
common itemr within the wme list. As such. the positive effeeu on memory of d i r t i ~ t i ve  
items can not be differentiated from [he negative effects of rhcx i tem on memory for 
common items. To avoid thir problem, a hornognoup or unmixed-lat design needs to be 
used. Admittedly. thir doer pose adilemma in the eumnr research. Although the direct 
goal of this study was to examine h e  beneficial effects of distinctiveness on children's 
long-term retention. the effect d this on memay for common items is also important. I t  
is possible, that h e  distinctive n a m  of the b i m  materials negatively affected memory 
for the common mntsrialr. Perhaps the dirtinetivc "amre of thc f o m r  exrated n rimation 
whereby these itcmr b e c m  central features of the tenlng event and common itemr 
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adopred a mom periphenl mle. Although purely rpccul~t~ve. should !his be the case. 
memory would be worsened for the peripheral ikms. Such aposibility would be 
consistent with memory for high-priority events (e.g., Chnrtianron & L o h .  1987: also 
see dixusrion in Howe. 1997). 
Second. although eatabllshing n goad operational definition of 
b~wnennsidisdistinctivenc~~ IS difficult (panscularly in research involving children), the 
eumn~experimenwl manipulat~on mare than rook this r~sk into eonaderation. Thtr was 
vccomplirhed by norming the materials ~mplemenred here!" (adult-norrned by R i c k  & 
Rouder. 1992) on the child panicipane. Althwgh some children disagreed with some of 
the sentences deemed b t w m  by adult standards. in !he mrin the ntingr were highly 
similar. Further, analyses 1i.e.. global and me-integrity madell performed on these 
norm (i.e.. ~nvolvtng acquisition and mendon recall perfonaneel pmduccd virmally 
identical results. I t  was. tndeed reassuring to see the same trends emerge, for both loci of 
distinct~vencss and developmental dlffwenccs m he BE effmt. As such, these raulrs 
enforce the reliability and validity of rhe materials employed. 
Of course. future mrerrch should consider other aspects of dirtinctivsns4s effects 
in children's long-term rermrion. For example. concenvatlng on other age would 
axemin rhe appropriarcncsr sf g c d i r i n g  these findings acmsr ch i l dhd .  Additional 
avenues could also lead a nnwcrr concerning he interaction between interference and 
distineuvenm in long-tm rersntian. with child punicipme. B would. indeed. be 
inrcmting to unveil the effects of manipvlations ruch as mrsinformation and rrvonetive 
interference on distinctive events. and whether these are developmnmlly cmstant or 
variable. Funher. longimdinal cmss-rmionai designs may also help in awblirhing 
developmental vends as well usuncovering individual differences wlthin the BIE. 
b rum. the research pre~nted here has revealed seven1 developmental vends that 
arc consistent with pnor research on children's memory le.g.. Hawe & O'Sullivan. 1997). 
Finr. storage failure rater declined with age. Younger children showed more storage- 
based forgetting than older children, regardless of item condition. Second. reuieval-baxd 
failures were develapmcnwlly ~nvariant for mmmon items. However. retrieval-bawd 
forgetting did decline far older children when b i m  ,terns were used. Concerning 
distmctiveness. there were no item effects a acquisition for either bizam or eomman 
i e m .  The absence of either a B E  or commonness effect at acquisition may have been 
due to the relatlvc e m  of the ilearncng procedure used here. mher than the absence of 
ruch effects in children's learning. Regardless. disrinnivcnas effects were evident at 
long-term retenrion, pvlicularly in terms of hypmnnesia. With the application of the 
twe-integrity model i t  was shown that there effects were not due solely to revievzll 
fmtors but mher. to the redintegration of information that has undergnnc storage-based 
failure. Thus. although o r e s  can be allered in storage. tt seems tha i f  the trams are 
distinctive the pmbability of their refurbishmnt in  storage is dgnifieantly inc-b This 
was panicularly m e  for the older children. Unlike mher manipulations. then, ones that 
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primarily reduce storage-bwd forgerting in younger children's retention performance. 
distincttvenm improver alder children's rtarage.bacd redintegration (at leas1 when 
operaiondized as bizarreness). 
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c m w  me girl tlrrodthc doll. 
Biz-: Ihc pmri bo i l4  thc doii. 
Common: The dagchnwd the b~<yclc 
Bsz-: Thc dog mdc W bbcyci~. 
common: The crr dmvc port Ihe f f f f f .  
Biz-: The crr  per the bncc. 
common' Ihc pl.ln*h unr; 'wirnmlng in ,he bowl 
Biz-: The pidfirh wrrcr,,ng ow or Ur bowl. 
C m n :  Ex fell on thc mounmin. 
Biz-. Ex lnovnnke cltmbd Ihe mouaan. 
c m o n :  ma I m p  shimdon Ihc book. 
B i m :  Ex I m p  d Ur book. 
Radio war %ubnitmIcd hem for Ricbbmd R~udn'dn'(I992) onpipi1 ~ c i ~ v i i i i i ,  i i i i tablc toy 
Dicvuionmuid not hc fovnd rorrtingou,,bc in,crmtiolu. 
Sets I 4  Item Pairs and Comrwndin~ Interactions 
Item PnirnlSct Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 
I. Girl.hl1 
2. Dag-B~cycle 
3. Cm-Fena 
4. Goldfish-Bawl 
5 .  SnowflakeMountm 
6. Shas-Milk 
7. Plnnl-Radio 
8. Lump-Book 
- 
b B: biz- inlerastion prrxnted. C: common intemcnon presenred 
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&gdkc 
Child-Nomed Results 
Table C l 
Sumrnarv of ANOVA and ANCOVA Fw&&wd on Chsld-Nomed Data 
Source F%3ulu 
at Acouisilion tmal Il 
G d e  FII, 761 = 33.46. p = .W. Ms. = .05 
Gender F(1.76)=2.58, p =  ,112. ME*= -05NS 
Itm F(1.76)=.18.p=.674,Mr.=.06 NS 
Emom at Acouisilion itatall 
Grade F(l.76)=36.13,p=.WO.M%=.50 
Gender F(1.76) = 602. p = ,016. Mr. = SO 
ltun F(1.76)=.W.p=I.MM.Ms=.I5NS 
E m a t  Retention (with e v r l r l o  . . .  n trial a5 r eovariure) 
Covsriate 1 Fi1.75)= 1.36.p=.247.Mr.=. l2NS~,R'=.Ol  
Gmde F(I. 75)- 18.18.p=.MM.M%= .I2 
Gtndv F(I.75)=.07. p=.796,Mr.= . l2NS 
Conripte 2 F(1,75]= .50.p=.482.MrC= .24NS*. R2= .01 
Ilem FII. 75) = 5.36.p = .023, Ms.= .24 
Trial F(3.228) = 3956, p = ,000. Mr. = .02 
Item x Tial F(3.228) = 4.1 1. p = .Mn. Mr. = .03 
EO = 'SW 'LW = d ' I  l P  = (s ic  'EM WL x m-I 
ZO' ='EN 'OW = d '95'6C = (SL '1 )A W1 
PZ' = 3 w  'PZO' = d 'scs = (SL ' I  )d =*I 
EO' = ,n '.SN PZ = 'sw '=I' = d '9~' ;  = (SL 'I )a z ~ I V A O J  
SNZl = 3 w ' f 6 6 ' = d ' W  =(SL'l)d JaPuW 
T I ' = ~ W ' W O ' = ~ ' E S ' S I  = ( s L ' I ) ~  -3 
EO =in '*SN ZI' = 'sw '960. = d 's8.z = (SL 'I )d I a m n w  
t s e F n o J  c n uo!l!r!nD3e 13 nma mol  W!ml uo!lual% I* ubn3 
Mean Enom and Standard Deviations for C h i l d - N o  I and aemss all 
mals a1 Acouisition 
Trial 1 All Tlislr 
Kr h Ks 2s 
x(sd1 x(rd) x(sd) r(d) 
Because there was no 8um effeel. mean errors were collapsed aemsr conditions 
Gradcnrem Type Trial 
1 2 3 4 
x ( d )  x(sd) x(sd) x(sd) 
K 
Common .58(.28) .54(.32l .49(.33) .48(.3 11 
Bizam .55(.25) .45(.20l .36(.18) .33(.21l 
2 
Common .42(.29l .39(.28l .27(.22) .35(.29l 
Bizarre .39(.23l .281.181 .23(.191 .17(.151 
Mean pmportion ems aemss retention trials for child-normed bizane and 
common materials (collapsed rc- age). 



